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26.1 Introduction

In solving the mystery of dark matter, one sensible way to proceed is to assume the properties of the
dark-matter particle candidate and predict its non-gravitational interactions by means of which the particle
can be identified. It is common to predict the properties of dark matter based on either compelling theoretical
arguments or experimental and astrophysical hints. The relative significance of different arguments and
hints cannot be evaluated objectively, which therefore makes it difficult to rank dark matter candidates
in importance. While a combination of certain theoretical arguments, advanced direct-search experimental
techniques, and connection with collider experiments makes Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)
a very appealing candidate, it is by no means the only or most appealing possibility. The non-WIMP dark
matter subgroup “CF3” of the Cosmic Frontier was charged with a study of a broad range of dark matter
candidates that do not fall into the category of WIMPs.

The search for physics beyond the standard model has been shaped by aesthetic considerations. Occam’s
razor reasoning and naturalness arguments are often invoked. Some of the proposed candidates for dark
matter stand out because they are motivated by strong independent reasons, which makes them appear
more plausible than ad hoc solutions to the dark matter problem. The axion is an example of a compelling
dark-matter candidate motivated by strong independent arguments.

However, one must exercise some caution in applying aesthetic arguments for prioritizing candidates. Many
great discoveries have revealed the properties of nature that were not considered “natural” by most researchers
prior to their discoveries. Arguably, a universe without dark energy and without dark matter would be a
simpler and more Occam-friendly universe, but major discoveries in observational cosmology have proven
some common theoretical prejudices incorrect. In particle physics, the existence of three generations of
fermions presents another challenge to Occam’s razor. In fact, we find it surprising how few are the examples
of successful aesthetic arguments leading to a discovery, in particle physics or in any other branch of science.
Naturalness will play a role in our discussion, but it will not be used as the ultimate litmus test for a
successful dark matter candidate.
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Another important consideration for planning the future research is feasibility. An experimental program
only makes sense if it is capable of achieving its scientific goals using available technologies. If two dark matter
candidates are equally plausible based on current knowledge, but only one of them is readily amenable to
detection, it is well justified to direct more resources to the pursuit of the discoverable candidate. The search
for one’s keys under the lamp post is perfectly justified if there is no reason to favor one location over the
other, based on the best information available.

This report will not attempt to discuss all possible dark matter candidates and experimental techniques,
which is, clearly, impossible in such a short discussion. We will present a limited but, hopefully, balanced
overview of the possible opportunities in the search for the identity of dark matter.

26.2 Theoretical motivation

The deductive approach is limited in application to the dark matter problem, and it is probably fair to
conclude that one must guess the answer before one can identify the dark matter particle(s). For each
candidate, one tries to elucidate the possible interactions and to design detection strategies suitable for such
a particle [1]. A broad, comprehensive, and open-minded approach to a wide range of candidates is much
more likely to succeed than a narrow pursuit of one or a few possibilities. Furthermore, there is no reason
to believe that dark matter is comprised of only one type of particle. It is possible that that the structure
of the dark sector is as complex as that of the visible sector, or it may have an even reacher structure. For
example, dynamical dark matter models [2, 3] predict a large number of species in the dark sector.

26.3 General discussion of dark matter properties

The number of basic requirements for dark matter are very few. The dark-matter particles must be stable,
or at least stable on time scales much longer than the age of today’s universe. These particles must be
produced in the early universe (which usually compels one to hypothesize some interactions, although in
some cases gravitational interactions can suffice). Finally, they must form cosmological structures consistent
with astronomical observations. The latter requirement is satisfied by collisionless (non-interacting) cold
(having a negligible primordial velocity dispersion) dark matter (CDM), although significant discrepancies
exist between structures predicted in N-body simulations and observations. These discrepancies may be
shortcomings of the simulations, or they may indicate that dark matter is not entirely collisionless CDM.
Furthermore, even if future improved simulations come in perfect agreement with observations, they will still
leave room for a component of dark matter that is not collisionless.

Dark matter self-interaction can have a profound effect on the shape of the density profile because additional
(besides gravity) interactions of dark matter particles can facilitate the transfer of momentum and angular
momentum through the halo. The relevant quantity is not the cross section or the mass, but the ratio
of self-interaction cross section to the mass of the particle, σ/m. The larger the mass, the lower is the
number density, and, therefore, a larger cross section is needed to generate some non-negligible number of
self-interactions. Therefore, the heavier the particle, the larger is the allowed cross sections of self-interactions.
Some of the candidates discussed below have very large mass and very large cross sections, indeed.

Dark matter interactions with ordinary matter must not be significant enough for dark matter to collapse into
galactic discs, but this requirements still allows heavy enough particles to have strong interactions (QCD) or
electromagnetic interactions, for example. Heavy dark matter particles can be present in low enough density
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26.4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 3

to evade detection even if they have electric charge. This applies only to the heaviest of all candidates, but
the fact remains that such interactions are not, in general, ruled out.

In summary, dark matter particles with a broad range of possible interactions are still allowed by astrophysics
and by experiment.

26.3.1 Astrophysical observations and insights

While collisionless CDM is a good reference-point type of dark matter which reproduces large-scale structure,
some persistent small inconsistencies between the predictions of N-body simulations and the observations
may provide unexpected new insights into the properties of dark matter particles. Such deviations can be
indicative of self-interactions or primordial velocity distribution different from those of CDM. At present, none
of these discrepancies provide a smoking-gun evidence for any particular dark-matter candidate. However,
there is a tantalizing possibility that astronomical observations and astrophysical insights can point to specific
properties of dark-matter particles. A separate section of the Cosmic Frontier report is devoted to a detail
discussion of astrophysical probes that can reveal the microscopic properties of dark-matter particles.

26.4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates

The following sections of this report discuss some of dark matter candidates in more detail.

26.4.1 Asymmetric dark matter

Models of Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) are based on the idea that the dark matter, like the baryons,
may carry a matter-anti-matter asymmetry. This appealing paradigm is reviewed in detail in Refs. [4, 5].

The idea that there may be a relation between the dark matter and baryon asymmetries was proposed
a long time ago [6]. Many of the earliest models (see, for example, Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]) made use of
electroweak sphalerons to distribute baryon and lepton number between the visible and dark sectors; such
models have subsequently become highly constrained by both LEP and the LHC. A recently proposed
approach [12] provided a flexible and robust framework to relate the baryon and dark matter via higher
dimension operators, which easily evades the constraints from electroweak scale dynamics. These higher
dimension operators naturally decouple at low temperatures, separately freezing in the dark matter and
baryon asymmetries.

As discussed below, ADM can naturally accommodate relatively low masses of dark matter particles, around
a few GeV. ADM models received a lot of attention in light of several direct detection anomalies suggesting
a low mass WIMPs in the in sub-10 GeV range. Mirror dark matter models [4] and hidden sector dark
matter models (an explicit construction can be found in [13]) have been motivated in part by these signals.
In addition, the need to annihilate the symmetric component of the dark matter motivates the presence of
light dark forces, which may be searched for in low energy e+e− experiments [14]. The presence of light
dark forces implies dark matter self-scattering, which has potentially important implications for structure
formation.
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the (incomplete) landscape of candidates. Above, the landscape of
dark matter candidates due to T. Tait. Below, the range of dark matter candidates’ masses and interaction
cross sections with a nucleus of Xe (for illustrative purposes) compiled by L. Pearce. Dark matter candidates
have an enormous range of masses and interaction cross sections.
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26.4.1.1 Motivation and general features

The similarity of the visible matter (VM) and the DM relic densities suggests the possibility of a common
origin. If instead they originated via unrelated mechanisms, their values must have been determined by
different fundamental and cosmological parameters, and would be expected generically to differ by many
orders of magnitude. However, precision measurements of the cosmic microwave background reveal that [15,
16]

ΩDM ' 5 ΩVM , (26.1)

where Ωi denotes the present-day energy-density fraction of the i-th component of the universe. The primary
motivation of the Asymmetric DM (ADM) scenario is to offer a dynamical explanation for this cosmic
coincidence of visible and dark matter. In fact, there are more hints pointing towards a connection between
the physics of VM and DM. One interpretation of claimed signals from DM direct-detection experiments
point to a DM mass scale rather similar to the nucleon mass, in the few GeV range [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
The observed clustering patterns of DM can be explained better by DM with self-interaction cross-section
within an order of magnitude from the neutron self-scattering cross-section, rather than by collisionless cold
DM. These features arise naturally in ADM models and encourage this line of investigation. Moreover, within
the phase space of DM models, the ADM paradigm encompasses the entire continuum of thermal-relic DM
with annihilation cross-sections larger than the canonical value for symmetric WIMP DM. This is obviously
independent of whether a connection between VM and DM is established, and includes a variety of models
which possess independent motivations.

To begin contemplating how the physics and the cosmological evolution of VM and DM may be related, we
first consider some of the relevant properties of VM. It has been long established that the relic abundance of
VM is due to an excess of matter over antimatter in the today’s universe. The evidence is two-fold: The lack
of abundant particle-antiparticle annihilation signatures in astrophysical signals and the very small fraction
of antimatter in cosmic rays manifest the near absence of antimatter from the observable universe. Moreover,
the known properties of VM imply that the matter-antimatter annihilation processes in the early universe
would have been too rampant to allow for a relic abundance of VM as large as we observe today, if equal
amounts of matter and antimatter were present in the universe. On the other hand, in an expanding universe
with asymmetric particle-antiparticle content, annihilations cannot diminish the relic density of matter below
the existing asymmetry, provided of course that the fundamental interactions distinguish between particles
and antiparticles and preserve their net number. Indeed, the particle-antiparticle asymmetry in VM, known
as the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU), is maintained in the low-energy environment of today’s
universe due to the baryon-number symmetry of the Standard Model (SM). However, the origin of the BAU
cannot be adequately accounted for by the SM processes and is still unknown. The dynamical generation
of the BAU, known as baryogenesis, requires us to suppose interactions which satisfy the three Sakharov
conditions [23]: First, these interactions must violate the baryon-number symmetry, and they must have
been effective in the high-energy environment of the early universe, but ceased as the universe expanded and
cooled. Second, they must violate the discrete C and CP symmetries. Third, they must have occurred out
of equilibrium, such that the reverse processes could not have washed out the generated baryon number.

Relating the BAU to the DM relic density likely implies some connection between baryogenesis and the
processes which established the relic abundance of DM. The ADM hypothesis states that the DM relic
abundance is also due to a particle-antiparticle asymmetry in a dark particle number, and that this asymmetry
was dynamically linked to the BAU by processes that occurred in the early universe. There are three essential
elements in this scenario:

(a) There must be a global additive particle-number symmetry governing the low-energy interactions of DM,
such that the dark matter-antimatter asymmetry is preserved today. We shall call this symmetry “dark
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baryon number” and denote it by BD, in analogy to the baryon number of the SM which we shall denote
by BV. DM is envisioned to be the lightest particle transforming under BD.

(b) There exist high-energy interactions which violate a non-trivial combination of BD and BV while
preserving the orthogonal number. These processes must have operated in the early universe, relating the
BV and BD asymmetries, and must have become inefficient at later times, allowing for the sequestration
of the two global charges. (Note that due to the sphaleron effects of the SM which link BV to the
lepton-number symmetry of the SM, LV, we can consider (B − L)V instead of BV in the above.)

(c) Dark antibaryons annihilated efficiently in the early universe via an appropriate interaction, leaving the
excess dark baryons as the dominant component of DM today.

Below we expound on these elements, which provide the framework for ADM model building, and also
determine the generic features of the low-energy phenomenology of ADM models. As we shall see, the ADM
scenario can accommodate a large range of possibilities for the properties of DM, with markedly different
scenarios in how DM clusters and what direct and indirect signals it is expected to produce. For reviews
and complete lists of references, see Refs. [4, 5, 24].

Symmetry structures and symmetry breaking patterns of ADM models. There are two
qualitatively different symmetry structures which allow for the VM and DM particle asymmetries to be
related.

(i) The visible and the dark baryonic asymmetries are generated simultaneously via the same interactions.
We may consider two non-trivial and linearly independent combinations of the low-energy symmetries

Bcon = BV −BD ,

Bbro = BV +BD .
(26.2)

In this class of ADM models, Bcon remains (effectively) unbroken throughout the cosmological evolution
of the universe. The linearly independent combination, Bbro, is broken in the early universe by
high-energy interactions which also violate C and CP and occur out of equilibrium. With the Sakharov
conditions satisfied for the number Bbro, a net charge ∆Bbro is generated. By virtue of conservation of
Bcon, this amounts to equal dark and visible baryonic asymmetries, ∆BV = ∆BD = ∆Bbro/2. After
the asymmetry generation, the Bbro-violating interactions decouple, and both BV and BD are restored
as independent symmetries of the interactions. The global charges ∆BV and ∆BD cascade down to the
lightest particles transforming under the corresponding symmetries, by BV,D -preserving interactions.
This scenario gives rise to what has been called a “baryon-symmetric” universe [25, 26], in the sense that
the universe bears no asymmetry under a well-defined generalized baryon number, Bcon. It has been
implemented in a number of different models which employ different asymmetry-generation mechanisms
and/or different dark sector microphysics [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43].

(ii) An initial asymmetry is generated inBV orBD by high-energy processes which violate the corresponding
number along with C and CP, and occur out of equilibrium. It is also possible that initial but unrelated
asymmetries are generated in both BV and BD. At intermediate energies, processes which respect only
one non-trivial linear combination of BV and BD get in equilibrium. The initial asymmetry/ies is/are
then redistributed via chemical equilibrium among particles of the two sectors. The decoupling of
these interactions leaves a net global charge in each sector, preserved separately by the low-energy
interactions. The details of the chemical equilibrium (relativistic/non-relativistic, number of species,
baryonic charges) determine the exact relation between the final visible and dark baryonic asymmetries [44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 12, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72].
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Freeze-out in the presence of an asymmetry. Dynamically relating the particle-antiparticle asymmetries
in the visible and the dark sectors yields a tight relation between the relic number densities of VM and
DM, provided that the excess of particles over antiparticles is the only relic from each sector contributing
significantly to the total energy density. In the visible sector, the BV-preserving interactions of the SM
efficiently annihilate the ordinary antibaryons in the early universe, leaving only the excess of baryons
present today. Similarly, the symmetric part of DM is efficiently annihilated away in the early universe if
there exist sufficiently strong BD-preserving interactions that allow DM annihilation.

How large the DM annihilation cross-section has to be in successful ADM models is, of course, an important
feature which determines their low-energy phenomenology. We may define the fractional asymmetry of DM

r ≡ n(χ̄)/n(χ) , (26.3)

where n(χ), n(χ̄) stand for the number densities of DM particles and antiparticles respectively. Obviously
r = 0 and r = 1 correspond to the completely asymmetric and symmetric case respectively. The detailed
Boltzmann-equation analysis shows that the late-time fractional asymmetry, r∞, depends exponentially on
the annihilation cross-section [73]

r∞ ' exp

[
−2

(
σ0

σ
0,WIMP

)(
1− r∞
1 + r∞

)]
r∞�1−−−−→ exp

(
−2σ0/σ0,WIMP

)
, (26.4)

where σ0 is related to the thermally-averaged cross-section times velocity, 〈σv〉 = σ0(T/mDM)n, with n =
0 and 1 for s-wave and p-wave annihilation respectively. The subscript “WIMP” refers to the cross-section
needed to produce the observed DM abundance via freeze-out, in the case symmetric and non-self-conjugate
DM, 〈σv〉

WIMP
' 6 · 10−26cm3/s.

Because of this exponentially sensitive dependence, σ
0
& 1.4σ

0,WIMP
suffices to render r∞ . 0.1. Thus,

annihilating efficiently the symmetric part of DM in ADM models requires an annihilation cross-section which
is larger than the canonical thermal-relic annihilation cross-section, albeit only by a factor of a few [73, 74],

σ & few × σ
WIMP

. (26.5)

Conversely, any thermal DM candidate for which Eq. (26.5) holds true, has to possess a particle-antiparticle
asymmetry in order to account for the observed DM abundance, and the DM relic abundance will be
predominantly asymmetric. (This holds even in non-standard cosmologies, albeit with σWIMP having a
different value than in the standard cosmology.) In this sense, the ADM scenario encompasses the entire range
of thermal-relic DM models with annihilation cross-sections larger than the canonical value, independently
of whether a connection of the DM asymmetry with the BAU is pursued.

Dark interactions. Driven by Eq.(26.5), it is important to consider the possibilities for DM annihilation
in the ADM scenario. Efficient annihilation is obviously an essential feature of thermal-relic DM, be it
symmetric or asymmetric. It is thus the feature which largely sets the expectations for experimental
detection. Annihilation of DM directly into SM particles is probed in colliders, direct-detection experiments
and indirect searches, with current experimental results having severely constrained the relevant parameter
space [75, 76, 77, 78]. While DM annihilation cross-sections σχχ̄→SM & σ

WIMP
are still possible, the existing

stringent bounds suggest that DM might in fact annihilate predominantly into non-SM species, which could
subsequently either decay into SM degrees of freedom or constitute dark radiation. Because there is no upper
bound, but rather only a lower bound on the DM annihilation cross-section in the ADM scenario, ADM can
comfortably have sizable couplings directly to light degrees of freedom. In this case, the couplings which
provide large enough annihilation cross-section, often also provide significant DM self-interaction inside halos.
Self-interaction via light mediators can result in (velocity-dependent) self-scattering cross-sections which can
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8 Non-WIMP dark matter

play an important role in resolving the galactic structure-formation problems of collisionless CDM while
preserving its successful predictions. Moreover, if the light degrees of freedom are stable, they can contribute
to the relativistic energy density of the universe with observable consequences.

A simple possibility for efficient annihilation is that the dark baryons are charged under a dark Abelian
gauge force, U(1)

D
, which may be broken or unbroken. Dark baryons can annihilate either directly into

dark gauge bosons, provided that this is kinematically allowed, or via dark gauge bosons into other light
species charged under U(1)

D
. If U(1)

D
is unbroken, or if it breaks after the processes which determine the

relic dark baryonic asymmetry have decoupled, gauge invariance implies that DM must consist of (at least)
two species of particles, charged oppositely under U(1)

D
. This is because, similarly to the situation with

ordinary matter, the dark baryonic asymmetry corresponds also to a net dark gauge charge carried by the
dark baryons, which has to be compensated by an asymmetric population of particles oppositely charged
under the gauge symmetry. Depending on the gauge coupling, the oppositely charged species can bind and
form U(1)

D
-neutral atomic states. The potential phenomenological implications of atomic DM are rich, and

are partly discussed in section 26.4.5. If U(1)
D

is broken at a scale higher than the scale of dark baryogenesis,
then it is possible that DM consists only of the dark baryons, which interact with each other via a repulsive
Yukawa potential. (However, it is still possible that there are two stable species with opposite U(1)

D
, one

stabilized by BD and one stabilized by a global remnant of U(1)D, and that the universe has zero net charge
under U(1)D.) A dark Abelian gauge force can mix kinetically with the hypercharge [79]

δL =
ε

2
FY µν F

µν
D , (26.6)

with a number of observable consequences, e.g. for direct detection [80, 81, 82, 71, 83, 84] and dark-force
experiments [85, 86]. If the dark photon is massless, it contributes to the relativistic energy density of the
universe. If it is massive, it can decay via the kinetic mixing into SM fermions, with lifetime

τ
D
≈ 10−13 s

(
10−4

ε

)2(
100 MeV

MD

)
, (26.7)

which can be sufficiently short to ensure no extra radiation contribution at late times.

Other possibilities for DM annihilation into non-SM particles include Yukawa and scalar couplings to exotic
light degrees of freedom.

The mass of the DM state. Equation (26.4) does not alone determine the relic DM abundance. In
the presence of an asymmetry, reproducing the observed DM density yields a prediction for the DM mass,
as per

mDM

mp
=

ΩDM

Ω
VM

η(BV)

η(BD)/q
DM

1− r∞
1 + r∞

, (26.8)

where m
DM
, q

DM
is the mass and the dark-baryonic charge of the DM state, mp is the proton mass, and

η(BV ), η(BD) are the ordinary and dark baryonic charge-to-entropy ratios. The DM mass is of course
critical in assessing the direct and indirect detection prospects of DM models.

In baryon-symmetric models, corresponding to the symmetry structure (i) described above, η(BV ) = asη(BD),
where as ' 0.35 or 1, depending on whether the generation of the asymmetries happened before or after the
electroweak phase transition, respectively [87]. Then, from Eq. (26.8) and for r∞ → 0, the DM mass has to
be m

DM
' q

DM
× (1.6 − 5) GeV. If effects similar to the electroweak sphalerons are operative in the dark

sector after the asymmetry generation has taken place, the above prediction may be modified by a factor of
a few.
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If the relation between the visible and dark asymmetries is established via chemical equilibrium, as in
the symmetry structure (ii) described above, then the DM mass required to reproduce the correct DM
abundance depends on the details of the chemical equilibrium. Chemical equilibrium tends to keep the
chemical potentials of the visible and dark sector particles at the same magnitude. If it ceases when at least
some of the visible and the dark baryonic species are still relativistic, then the corresponding number densities,
and thus asymmetries, are of the same magnitude. This implies that DM should be in the GeV range (for
qDM ∼ O(1)). However, if the chemical decoupling of the two sectors occurs when DM is non-relativistic,
while the SM quarks and leptons are still relativistic, the number density of the dark species is Boltzmann
suppressed, and n(BD)/n(BV ) ∼ exp(−m

DM
/T ). In this case a much larger DM mass is required in order

to compensate for the thermal suppression of the DM number density. The exact value depends of course
on the details of the chemical equilibrium, but typically it is expected to be m

DM
∼ TeV [7, 64].

The above estimates for the DM mass are modified if the dark sector involves additional dynamics which
allow the DM particles to form bound states. This is the case e.g. in mirror DM models, where dark baryons
are bound in heavy mirror atoms due to the mirror nuclear interactions [80, 81, 82, 71], and in Q-ball DM
scenarios with Q-balls being bound states of scalar fields carrying a conserved global charge, and are typically
stable for masses mQ > 1012 GeV [88, 89, 90].

The above shows that the possibilities for the DM mass in the ADM scenario span a large range of values.
However, in most models, the DM mass is predicted to be in the range (1-15) GeV, as a consequence of the
similar visible and dark baryonic asymmetries. The positive signals that have been claimed by a few DM
direct detection experiments [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], all pointing in this mass region, lend thus support to the
idea that the VM and DM number densities are similar and were related via some dynamics that took place
in the early universe. Nevertheless, a theoretical justification for the DM mass scale and its relation to the
QCD scale is absent in most ADM models, with mirror DM (discussed later) being an exception. Another
approach which also assumes a confining group in the dark sector producing the DM mass scale, and relates
the infrared fixed points of this and the ordinary QCD, has been recently explored in Ref. [91].

26.4.1.2 Phenomenology

Extra radiation. The efficient annihilation of the symmetric part of DM raises the possibility of the
existence of dark radiation in the universe. If the dark sector involves stable light species, as often appears
in ADM models, they will contribute to the relativistic energy density of the universe and potentially affect
BBN and CMB. Radiation present in our universe that exceeds what can be accounted for by photons and
the three known neutrino species is customarily quantified in terms of extra neutrino species, δNeff, as per

δρ =
7π2

120

(
4

11

)4/3

δNeff T
4
V
, (26.9)

where δρ is the extra relativistic energy density and TV is the ordinary photon temperature. Current
observations cannot rule out δNeff being a substantial fraction of 1. If the dark sector contains new stable
relativistic species, their contribution to the energy density of the universe is ρ

D
= g

D
(π2/30)T 4

D
, where g

D
is

the temperature-dependent effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the dark sector. T
D

is the
dark-sector temperature which is generically different from T

V
. How much T

D
can deviate from T

D
depends

on the relative complexity of the dark and the visible sectors. Constraining the amount of non-standard
radiation thus provides information not only about the DM itself, but also about the hidden sector it may
inhabit.
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10 Non-WIMP dark matter

Structure formation and galactic dynamics. The ADM scenario can accommodate a range of
possibilities for the properties of DM which affect its gravitational clustering, such as the nature and strength
of the DM self-interaction, and the coupling strength of DM to (dark) radiation. Asymmetric DM can behave
as collisionless CDM with early kinetic decoupling from relativistic species; indeed, there are many ways to
approach this limit in a variety of ADM constructions. That it is sufficient for the ADM annihilation
cross-section to be only slightly larger than the canonical value for symmetric thermal-relic DM, as discussed
around Eq. (26.5), testifies to the fact that the properties of ADM may be unobservably different from the
properties of WIMP DM. However, the ADM annihilation cross-section can be anywhere in the continuum
described by Eq. (26.5). This freedom and the possibility of ADM being part of a potentially rich hidden
sector with its own (gauge) interactions and/or light species, allow DM to possess non-standard properties
with observable implications for structure formation.

Asymmetric DM can comfortably have sizable self-interactions which can affect galactic dynamics and
resolve the structure-formation problems of collisionless CDM (see Sec. 26.4.5 for more details on the
appropriate range of cross-sections and nature of self-interactions). To compare the plausibility of significant
self-interaction in the ADM scenario with that in the WIMP paradigm, we may discern two cases: First,
consider self-interactions mediated by a species lighter than DM itself. In this case, the same coupling
which gives rise to the DM self-scattering, also contributes to the DM annihilation. Because the annihilation
cross-section for symmetric DM has a specific value, while for ADM it can span an unbounded continuum,
the parameter space which yields the desired DM self-interaction is obviously greater in the ADM scenario
than in the symmetric DM scenario. It should be noted that interactions mediated by light particles can
potentially behave as long-range and yield velocity-dependent cross-sections, depending on the interplay of
the various parameters involved. Long-range interactions are particularly suitable for resolving the structure
formation problems of collisionless CDM without spoiling its successful predictions [92]. Atomic DM [93] and
mirror DM [94, 95, 96, 97] are examples of ADM models which feature long-range interactions mediated by a
massless vector boson1 . Yukawa interactions can also result in v-dependent DM self-scattering [98, 99, 100].
The characteristics of the DM self-interaction for these examples are described in more detail in Secs. 26.4.4
and 26.4.5. Second, consider DM self-interactions involving heavier fields, such that the relevant couplings
do not contribute to DM annihilation. The DM self-scattering can then be described by an effective operator
(for scalar DM such couplings also feed into the renormalizable quartic coupling). The resulting DM
self-scattering cross-section can be sizable within the perturbativity limit of the dimensionless coupling
involved, only if the scale of these operators is sufficiently low, thus implying that DM has to be light.
The ADM scenario motivates a lower DM mass scale than the WIMP scenario, and can thus accommodate
sizable contact-type DM self-interactions more comfortably, even if such interactions are not associated with
a contribution to the DM annihilation cross-section.

The plausible direct coupling of ADM to light (or massless) degrees of freedom has another important
implication. In the early universe, ADM must have been kinematically coupled to a thermal bath of dark
radiation. If its kinetic decoupling from dark radiation occurred late, it may have affected the growth of
matter-density perturbations at small (i.e. dwarf-galaxy) scales. Late kinetic decoupling is more likely in the
ADM scenario than in the symmetric WIMP scenario, because ADM must annihilate more efficiently and is
thus expected to interact more strongly with radiation.2 During the decoupling epoch both the damping of
dark baryon acoustic oscillations [101, 102] and dark-radiation diffusion (Silk damping [103]) can reduce the
amplitude of sub-horizon perturbations. As a result, the formation of structure at scales smaller than the
damping horizon gets suppressed [104, 93, 105].

1Note though that the dynamics of mirror DM is more complicated, due to dissipation and heating, and cannot be captured
by simply considering the DM self-scattering [94, 95, 96, 97]. See Sec. 26.4.4 for more details.

2This may be the case provided that the temperature of the dark plasma is not very different from the temperature of the
SM radiation at the time of DM kinetic decoupling. Otherwise, the kinetic decoupling of ADM may occur earlier than what is
usually estimated for the kinetic decoupling of symmetric WIMPs from SM particles.
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26.4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 11

Direct detection. Potential channels for DM direct-detection in ADM models include exchange of new
gauge bosons or scalar particles. In models which feature the symmetry structure (i) described earlier, the
always conserved particle number Bcon, may arise as the global remnant of an Abelian gauge symmetry
under which both the ordinary and the dark baryons are charged. In this case, a plausible channel for
direct detection is the exchange of a Z ′ (which could have the same couplings with SM particles as a Z ′B−L).
Another well-motivated possibility is nucleon-DM interaction via a dark photon which mixes kinetically with
hypercharge, as in Eq. (26.6). Nucleon-DM scattering can also be mediated by a scalar particle which couples
to DM and mass-mixes with the SM Higgs.

In all these cases, the DM-nucleon interaction can be described by a Yukawa potential V (r) = α exp(−mφr)/r,
where mφ is the mass of the vector or scalar mediator. This gives rise to a DM-nucleon differential
cross-section with two very different limiting regimes

dσ(v,ER)

dER
=


8πα2mN

m4
φ

F 2(ER)

v2
, m2

φ � 2mNER : short-range interaction

2πα2

mN

F 2(ER)

v2E2
R

, m2
φ � 2mNER : long-range interaction ,

(26.10)

where mN , ER are the mass and the recoil energy of the nucleus, F (ER) is the nuclear form factor and v
is the speed of the DM particle. When the momentum transfer q2 = 2mNER is q2 � m2

φ, the DM-nucleon
interaction is contact-type, and the usual interpretation of the direct-detection experiments, which assumes
WIMP DM, applies. If q2 � m2

φ, which includes the case of a massless mediator, the DM-nucleon interaction

is long range. The E−2
R dependence of the differential cross-section changes the interpretation of the

direct-detection results and has the potential to bring the various direct-detection experiments into better
agreement [80, 81, 82, 71, 83, 84]. For typical targets of mass mN ∼ 100 GeV and nuclear recoil energies
around ER ∼ 10 keV, interactions manifest as long-range if mφ . 50 MeV.

In the short range regime, exchange of a Z ′B−L or a massive dark photon with kinetic mixing with hypercharge,
give spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross-sections

σSI
B−L ≈ 10−46 cm2 × q2

DM

(g
B−L

0.1

)4
(

3 TeV

MB−L

)4

, (26.11)

σSI
D ≈ 10−40 cm2

( ε

10−4

)2 ( g
D

0.1

)2
(

1 GeV

MD

)4

. (26.12)

The above cross-sections have been evaluated for mDM = 5 GeV. The exchange of a massive dark photon
can account for the low-mass signals identified by DAMA [17, 18], CoGeNT [19, 20], CRESST [21] and
CDMS [22], but it can also vary by a few orders of magnitude and satisfy the limits on short-range DM-nucleon
interactions from XENON [106, 107, 108, 109].

The long-range regime appears commonly in ADM models, which can accommodate sizable DM couplings
to light mediators without spoiling the DM relic abundance. Because in this regime dσ/dER ∝ E−2

R ,
experiments with low-energy thresholds, such as DAMA and CoGeNT, are more sensitive than experiments
with higher energy thresholds, such as XENON100. The total DM-nucleon scattering cross-section is
velocity-dependent (σnχ ∝ v−4 for mφ → 0), obviating the fact that the interpretation of the direct-detection
results in terms of the fundamental particle-physics parameters involved is different than in the case of
short-range interactions [80, 81, 82, 71, 83, 84]. It has been shown that the existing signal regions from
different direct-detection experiments can be brought in agreement if the DM-nucleon scattering is long-range,
mediated by either a massless [80, 81, 82, 71, 83] or a light particle [84], with preferred DM and mediator
masses around mDM ∼ 10 GeV and mφ ∼ 10 MeV (see also Sec. 26.4.4). Compatibility with the bounds from
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12 Non-WIMP dark matter

XENON100 is may be achieved when reasonable estimates for the systematic uncertainties are considered [71,
83].

Another factor which contributes to better compatibility among direct-detection experiments is a modified
velocity dispersion. This arises naturally within the mirror DM scenario, as a result of DM being multi-component
(albeit with each component made of the same fundamental constituents) and self-interacting. In such a

scenario, every component has velocity dispersion which depends on its mass, vi ∝ m−1/2
i (see Sec. 26.4.4 for

more details). The same features could plausibly occur in other similar to mirror DM constructions within
the ADM framework.

Indirect detection. The ADM scenario does not predict significant annihilation signals. The rate of
particle-antiparticle annihilations in today’s universe is exponentially suppressed with increasing annihilation
cross-section, due to the absence of antiparticles today (c.f. Eq. (26.4)). Self-annihilations –if at all possible–
are suppressed by the lowest scale at which BD violation occurs. If it is to relate the visible and the dark
baryonic asymmetries, this has to be the same as the lowest scale at which BV or (B−L)V occur. The latter
are constrained by various considerations to be rather high.

On the other hand, the joint violation of BD and (B−L)V can potentially allow DM co-annihilation with SM
fermions, provided that the corresponding interactions do not preserve any discrete subgroup of (B−L)V or
BD/qDM , where qDM is the dark baryonic charge of DM. It has been proposed that DM-VM coannihilation
can be potentially observed as “induced nucleon decay” in terrestrial nucleon-decay experiments. Incident
DM particles can co-annihilate with nucleons, producing detectable mesons of higher energy than expected
in the case of spontaneous proton decay, thus distinguishing between the two processes [110].

The same couplings could cause DM decay into SM particles (and possibly dark radiation), provided that
this is kinematically allowed. An interesting feature of ADM decays in SM degrees of freedom is that
the decay products include asymmetric amounts of SM particles and antiparticles. If the DM couplings
to SM particles are flavor-dependent, the final decay products will exhibit overall an energy-dependent
charge asymmetry [111, 112], with charge neutrality being of course ensured by oppositely-charged decay
products produced with different energies at different stages of the decay chain. This can be a powerful
signature of flavor-violating decaying ADM, and could potentially explain the tension between the recent
AMS-02 measurements of the positron-fraction spectrum and the Fermi-LAT measurements of the total
electron+positron flux [113, 114].

Another process which can yield interesting indirect detection signals is bound-state formation in the galaxies
today [115]. Asymmetric DM can have significant self-interactions; if attractive, these interactions imply the
existence of bound states in a large range of the parameter space. In the absence of annihilations between
DM particles, the bound states are stable rather than short-lived. Bound-state formation is invariably
accompanied by emission of radiation. Being an exothermic process, it is favored to occur over elastic
scattering when DM collisions take place. The radiation emitted from formation of bound states in the
galactic halos can yield detectable signals [115].

Capture in stars. Asymmetric DM captured in stellar objects accumulates over time, without its density
being capped by annihilations. The dense accumulation of ADM in stars has a number of consequences which
have allowed for constraints to be placed on the ADM parameter space.

Dark-matter particles captured in a star quickly thermalize via their collisions with nucleons and sink in the
core the star, within some thermal radius which depends on the temperature and the density of the star and
the DM mass. If the mean free path of the DM particles, which depends on their scattering cross-section
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26.4 The (incomplete) landscape of candidates 13

with nucleons (and on their self-scattering cross-section, if self-interactions are important), is larger than
the thermal radius, DM causes non-local energy transport from the innermost part of the star to its outer
regions. Non-local energy transport can affect the thermal conductivity, the sound speed, the convection
zone and the oscillation modes of stars. Precision asteroseismology, available for the Sun and other systems
such as the binary α Cen B, constrains the allowed variation of these properties, and thus places bounds on
the ADM parameters. Another promising probe is the solar neutrino fluxes which depend very sensitively
on the temperature and the density profile of the inner regions of the Sun. Current analyses of the effect of
ADM capture in the Sun and other main-sequence stars disfavor the mass region m

DM
∼ (5 − 20) GeV for

ADM with short-range interactions with nucleons at spin-dependent scattering cross-sections in the range
σnχ ∼ (10−36 − 10−33) cm2 and no self-interactions [34, 116, 117, 118, 119].

For smaller DM-nucleon scattering cross-sections, DM can be captured efficiently in compact objects, such
as white dwarfs and neutron stars. Asymmetric DM that accumulates in the center of compact objects can
condense collectively, and eventually reach the critical density for gravitational collapse. A mini black hole
can form and potentially consume the host star. The observation of old compact stars can thus constrain
the properties of ADM.

For fermionic ADM with short-range spin-dependent interactions with nucleons and no (repulsive) self-interactions,
the constraints from observations of old neutron stars in the globular clusters, assuming local DM density
ρ

DM
∼ (103 − 104) GeV cm−3, are competitive with the constraints from direct-detection experiments for

DM masses m
DM

& TeV [120]. Attractive self-interactions lower the number of particles necessary for
gravitational collapse. For fermionic ADM interacting via an attractive Yukawa potential, observations of
nearby old pulsars place limits on the strength of the interaction and the screening scale, which extend
beyond the limits from the Bullet Cluster [121].

Bosonic matter in its ground state is supported by the uncertainty principle, with the critical mass for
gravitational collapse being significantly lower than in the case of fermionic matter. For fundamental bosonic
ADM with vanishing self-interaction, observations of old neutron stars exclude the mass range m

DM
≈

1 MeV− 16 GeV for DM-nucleon cross-sections σnχ & 10−43 cm2 (with a more narrow mass range excluded
at smaller σnχ) [122, 123]. However for fundamental bosons, the quartic self-interaction term is not protected
by any unitary symmetry [124, 125], and is inevitably generated by the interaction of DM with nucleons [125].
The latter is necessary for the capture of DM in the star. A tiny repulsive self-interaction is sufficient to
offset the limits on bosonic ADM [122, 124, 125], leaving most bosonic ADM models largely unconstrained.
(No constraints currently exist for bosonic ADM with attractive self-interactions). However, the quartic
self-interaction might be absent in supersymmetric models, where the scalar potential typically contains a
large number of flat directions [125]. The bounds then apply to models in which ADM corresponds to a flat
direction in a supersymmetric theory, as for example in the model of Ref. [72], albeit the exclusion region is
shrunk due to supersymmetry breaking [125].

26.4.1.3 Asymmetric Dark Matter: Summary and outlook

The ADM scenario is motivated by the supposition that both the microphysics and the cosmological history
of VM and DM are closely related, with current observations supporting this hypothesis.

When assessing the phenomenological implications of ADM, it is useful to start with the question: Does
the cosmology and the direct and indirect signatures of ADM have to be different from those of symmetric
thermal-relic DM? The answer to this is no. Asymmetric DM can resemble closely the standard WIMP DM,
to which it is in fact related; indeed, ADM encompasses all viable thermal-relic DM models with annihilation
cross-section larger than that for symmetric thermal-relic DM. The latter is, in this sense, a limiting case
of a continuum spanned by ADM. But a more interesting question is this: Can the observable properties of
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ADM differ from those of symmetric WIMP DM, and is this possibility of interest? The answer to this is
yes. Asymmetric DM can inhabit a potentially rich sector with rich phenomenology. Finding a non-standard
property of DM would be a huge breakthrough in understanding its nature, and it is thus essential that we
understand the range of possibilities that ADM (and other DM models) provide. In fact, there are currently
observations which hint that the DM properties deviate from those of the WIMP paradigm, although it is
not yet possible to conclude this with certainty. The question then morphs into this: How different from
standard should the DM properties be within the quasi-continuum of possibilities that exist?

Due to the potential richness of its dark sector and the continuous range of annihilation cross-sections
it may have, ADM can be a prototype for self-interacting DM, which currently appears to explain the
observed galactic structure more adequately than collisionless CDM. Yet, the possibilities for the nature
of the ADM self-interaction and the implications for structure formation have not been fully investigated,
neither theoretically nor numerically. The ADM couplings with itself and other dark-sector particles and with
VM have been shown to give potentially observable indirect detection signatures, e.g. via coannihilations with
VM, decay or bound-state formation. These deserve further investigation. Considering the effects of ADM
capture in stars has been a powerful method in constraining ADM interactions, which could be potentially
extended to a larger variety of ADM models, e.g. models with long-range self- and DM-nucleon interactions.
On the theoretical side, perhaps what stands as the most important open question in the ADM scenario
is the origin of the DM mass-scale and its relation to the QCD scale, for which relatively few suggestions
currently exist.

It is often asked: What would be a smoking-gun signature of ADM? The answer is, not surprisingly, complex.
It is rather implausible that the nature of DM, be it standard WIMPs or anything else, can be fully identified
by a single piece of evidence or a single experiment. However, if a set of signals can be collectively and
successfully attributed only to DM with properties which imply that the DM annihilation cross-section is
larger than the canonical value for symmetric DM, then this would constitute very strong evidence for ADM.
Interestingly, an example pointing to this direction already exists: Direct-detection experiments, appearing
to be in conflict when interpreted within the WIMP paradigm, can be brought in better agreement if
long-range DM-nucleon interactions, mediated via a massless or light boson, are considered. This possible
explanation involves two new couplings: the DM coupling and the nucleon coupling to the light mediator.
Within this interpretation, the signal strengths imply that DM would have to annihilate more efficiently
than symmetric DM, via the DM coupling to the light mediator (with the nucleon-mediator coupling being
bounded from above by other experiments, thus forcing a lower limit on the DM-mediator coupling for the
purpose of explaining the observed direct-detection signals). Although certainly not yet conclusive, this piece
of evidence shows why we would do well to explore a large range of possibilities for the DM physics, and
why identifying the nature of DM requires in fact input from many and diverse experiments.

26.4.2 Axions

Axions, which arise as a consequence of introducing a global chiral symmetry to resolve the strong CP
problem in QCD, are one of the best motivated candidates for the Universes dark matter.

There is an serious problem in the Standard Model called the strong CP problem. The strong CP problem
originates because the structure of the QCD vacuum induces an extra term in the QCD Lagrangian of the
standard theory involving the gluon density GaµνG̃

µν
a , where Gaµν is the gluon field strength and G̃µνa =

1
2ε
µναβGaαβ is its dual,

Lθ = θ
αs
8π
GaµνG̃

muν
a (26.13)
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This term violates P and T, but conserves C, and thus can produce a neutron electric dipole moment of
order dn ' emq

M2
n
θ. It’s also the case that this term is necessary to explain the masses of the light mesons

(the ”η-mass problem). Hence, there are strong reasons to believe this term is part of the Standard Model.
The observable quantity in the Standard Model is a combination of the phase from QCD vacuum and a
phase coming from the quark Yukawa couplings. The sum of these two independent contributions could be
expected to be a number of order one. However, the strong bound on the neutron edm, dn < 1.1 × 10−26

ecm [126]. requires the angle θ to be very small: θ < 10−10. Why this should be so is the strong CP
problem [127].

The only viable solution of this problem, proposed by Peccei and Quinn in 1977 [128, 129] introduces a global
chiral symmetry which is spontaneously broken. This, so-called, U(1)PQ symmetry dynamically drives the
parameter θ to zero. Because U(1)PQ is spontaneously broken, a Nambu–Goldstone boson arises in the
theory, and it is this particle which is called the “PQ axion” or “QCD axion” [130, 131]. In effect, as
the result of the extra U(1)PQ symmetry, the static CP-violating interaction in QCD characterized by the
parameter θ gets replaced by a CP conserving interaction of the axion field a(x) with the gluon density.
That is,

θ → a(x)

fa
, (26.14)

where fa is the scale associated with the spontaneous breaking of the U(1)PQ.

All properties of the axion (mass, couplings and lifetimes) depend on the scale fa [132, 133]. For instance,
the interactions of the axion with other particles in the theory are inversely proportional to fa. The coupling
of the axion to two photons, which is similar to its couplings to two gluons, is also proportional to 1/fa.
Finally, because the U(1)PQ symmetry has a chiral anomaly, the axion acquires a small mass which is also
inversely proportional to fa. The strong CP problem is resolved, however, irrespective of the value of this
scale parameter. This is similar in spirit to Higgs physics.

In the model considered originally by Peccei and Quinn (the “classic axion”), the scale fa was associated
with scale of the breaking of the electroweak interactions. In this case, axions have masses in the keV range,
but such axions have have relatively strong interactions and have been ruled out experimentally. However,
if there are fields in the theory which carry a PQ charge, but are neutral under the electroweak interactions,
the scale fa can be much greater that the electroweak scale. Two benchmark models are often considered.
In the, so-called, DFSZ models [134, 135] an SU(2)× U(1) singlet field carrying PQ charge is added to the
model proposed by Peccei and Quinn. This is very attractive in that the axion coupling to two photons is
simply related to properties of the known particles. In the, so-called, KSVZ models [136, 137] on the other
hand, only a heavy quark and an SU(2)× U(1) singlet field carry PQ charge. This axion has no couplings
to leptons. In all these models, the resulting axions that would make up dark matter are very long lived,
very light and very weakly coupled to normal matter and radiation. Such axions have therefore been dubbed
invisible axions. This notwithstanding, if they exist, such invisible axions have important astrophysical and
cosmological consequences. Further such axions would be detectable in the newest generation of exquisitely
sensitive axion searches.

Astrophysics gives a lower bound on fa since axion emission, both through its coupling to two photons
(Primakoff process) and as a result of axion bremsstrahlung, causes energy losses in stars and other astrophysical
objects [138], for example, evolution of stars in the 8–10 M� mass window [139]. Since these losses are
proportional to 1/fa, the U(1)PQ scale has to be large enough to prevent altering known astrophysical
processes. Typically, by looking at star cooling rates one deduces that fa > 6 × 106 GeV. Stronger,
but perhaps more uncertain, bounds come from an analysis of the neutrino pulse from SN1987a giving
fa > 6× 109 Gev [138].
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Cosmology, on the other hand, gives an upper bound for the fa scale due to the “misalignment mechanism” of
axion production in the early universe. The physics that gives rise to this bound is simple to understand [140,
141, 142]. At a temperature T ∼ fa when the Universe goes through the phase transition which leads to
the breakdown of U(1)PQ, the QCD chiral anomaly is ineffective. Thus, the expectation value of the axion
field 〈a〉init is arbitrary. Eventually, when the Universe cools to temperatures of order of the dynamical
scale of QCD (T ∼ ΛQCD the axion gets a mass and the axion vacuum expectation value is driven to its
CP conserving value 〈a〉 → faθ. The resulting coherent zero momentum axion oscillations towards this
minimum contribute to the Universes energy density and act as cold dark matter. This contribution to the
dark matter of the Universe is proportional to the initial axion expectation value squared 〈a〉2init, divided by
the scale fa. One sees that, if 〈a〉init ∼ fa, then a bound on the dark matter of the Universe provides an
upper bound for fa. Using the present bounds on the density of cold dark matter and 〈a〉init ∼ fa gives an
upper bound fa < 3× 1011 GeV.

In some models, inflation allows one to evade the upper bounds on fa and the corresponding lower bound
on the mass of the axion [143]. Since inflation allows a broad range of possible values of the axion field in
parts of the universe that are separated by superhorizon distances, the anthropic selection criteria apply to
the value of the field in the observable universe [144, 145]. This broadens the range of acceptable masses for
axion dark matter.

Axion Searches

Searches for axions can be organized into several groupings One grouping is that of Peccei-Quinn (PQ) axions
versus non-PQ axions. As discussed earlier, PQ axions (or “QCD axions”) have a relatively tight relation
between the axion mass and the axion couplings to normal matter and radiation. Were these PQ axions to be
the dominant component of dark matter, their masses would be in the approximate range 1µeV to 100µeV,
representing two decades of allowed axion mass. Recall such axions were dubbed “invisible axions” due to
their exquisitely feeble couplings to normal matter and radiation. These PQ axions especially are the target
of the “RF-Cavity” axion searches, which will explore these two decades in the near future at high sensitivity.
An additional approximate mass decade 100µeV to 1000µeV is mainly unexplored at the sensitivity level of
PQ-type axions, though this decade would be disfavored should PQ axions form the dominant component
of the dark matter; such axions would not be produced in enough abundance to be dark matter seen today.
Exploring this upper decade of axion masses with RF-cavities requires advances in detector technology, as
photons from such axions are upwards of many THz in frequency. However, axions in this third allowed
decade may be detectable by solar axion searches. Since dark-matter may not be axions of the PQ type,
it is prudent to have a science program that encompasses non-PQ type axions. These non PQ-type axions
weaken or remove the relation between the axion mass and its couplings to normal matter and radiation.
This opens up an enormous search space of axion masses and couplings, but at the same time a negative
result from a particular search for non-PQ axions will not in general rule out a particular class of non-PQ
axion models. Some of these non-PQ axions could make up the dark matter, others are interesting from
the standpoint of extremely weakly interacting particles, but do not necessarily speak to the dark matter
problem. Some of these non-PQ axion searches overlap with the charge of the Intensity Frontier working
groups’ reports and are discussed in more detail there.

Another organizing principle of axion searches is that of terrestrial versus astrophysical axion searches.
Terrestrial searches may depend on the axions being remnants from the Big Bang (in the case of RF-Cavity
searches), from the Sun (in the case of the “helioscope” type detectors), or through the axions’ effects as
virtual particles (in the case of laser type detectors, the case of short-distance gravity detectors, or the
recent ideas of looking for time-varying T violating effects in molecules or electron spins). The astrophysical
searches for axions look for the effects of axions on astrophysical objects or in the propagation of photons
through intergalactic space. In some cases, axions produced in the astrophysical object alter the non-axion
energy production. This would, for example, change the evolutionary age of the Sun compared to its
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chronological age. It would also effect the Suns seismology. Axion production would have also altered the
arrival-time distribution of the neutrinos detected from SN1987A. Axions would also alter the evolution red
giant evolution and thereby alter the population of horizontal-branch stars. Axions could also effect the
cooling of white dwarf stars and thereby alter the the white dwarf luminosity distribution. In other cases
axions would allow photons to have unusually long absorption lengths due to their mixing with axions in
the presence of intergalactic magnetic fields.

At present, the search window for QCD axions is established by the SN1987A neutrino signal (generally
excluding PQ type axions with masses greater than around 1000 µeV) and the theoretical argument that
too-light axions would produce too much dark matter. The latter bound (generally excluding axions with
masses less than around 1µeV)can be evaded in the context of inflationary cosmology [145, 144, 143].
Interestingly, the RF cavity experiments are now sensitive PQ axion couplings in this window where such
axions would form a majority component of the dark matter. For non PQ type axions, the search space of
mass and couplings is large and much of it remains ripe for exploration.

In the following discussions, the main grouping will be that of terrestrial versus astrophysical searches. With
this grouping, PQ type and non-PQ type axions are typically searched for in the same apparatus.

Terrestrial Searches

Recall that the search for PQ axions in the 1–100 µeV mass range is extremely difficult due to their
extraordinarily weak couplings. For instance, an axion of this mass has a lifetime in the neighborhood
of 1050 years before it decays into two photons. Such minuscule couplings make neutrino couplings by
comparison seem very strong. Amazingly, terrestrial experiments are sensitive too such weakly-interacting
particles.

A. RF-Cavity Searches

Although these searches are difficult, advances in the detection of low levels of electromagnetic radiation
open the way for searches for these “invisible axions” through their decay into microwave photons. In these
experiments, a volume of space is threaded by a multi-tesla static magnetic field. Nearby Milky Way halo
axions, and such axions have a de Broglie wavelength much longer than the experiment dimensions, scatter
off this potential and thereby convert into a single microwave photon carrying almost the entire mass plus
kinetic energy of the incident axion. The magnet absorbs a very small momentum kick in this process.
To increase the conversion rate, the conversion volume is encased in a high-Q microwave cavity tuned to
the frequency of the outgoing photon, thereby increasing the rate by the factor Q. The power released in
the cavity from such axion to photon conversions is small, perhaps in the neighborhood of 10−21 to 10−23

watts. However, the most recent receivers used in these experiments have demonstrated sensitivity of better
than a yoctowatt (10−24 watts). Such low noise receivers operate at the noise floor allowed by the standard
quantum limit [146].

At present, the largest detector of this type is the Axion Dark Matter experiment (ADMX), operated at the
University of Washington [147]. This detector is now in the commissioning of its upgrade to a “definitive
search”, a search able to detect dark-matter PQ axions or eliminate the hypothesis at high confidence.
Over the next decade, this detector will search the mass region 1µeV–100µeV even should PQ axions be a
minority fraction of our Milky Way dark-matter halo. The ADMX search in the second mass decade will
require a substantial investment in an upgraded experiment insert, but not the extensive development of
new technology. Although not theoretically favored to be dark-matter, the mass decade 100µeV–1000µeV
is still unexplored. Such high mass (and therefore high frequency) axions are the focus of an R& D effort
in developing suitable high-frequency tunable structures and noise quantum-limited receivers or bolometric
instrumentation. The mass and coupling reach of ADMX is show in 2
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Figure 2. The search reach of the ADMX RF-cavity experiments over the next 3 years. The first decade of
allowed axion mass will be explored at “definitive” sensitivity to QCD axions over the next year. The middle
decade will be explored at over the following two years. These two decades are expected to encompass the
mass of the dark matter axion.

RF cavity axion searches would be difficult to implement at frequencies below a fee 100 MHz due to the large
size of the corresponding structures. However, there is interest in going to this low frequency or even lower,
for instance for axions of the anthropic type. There have been ideas to exploit the time dependence of the
local axion laboratory field to search for time dependent CP violating interactions. Recently, an experiment
was proposed to look for the spin precession from CP odd nuclear moments via NMR techniques [148]. This
work is in the R& D phase, and detailed estimates of noise sources are still being explored. But this idea
and its variants are a new approach to expand the axion search space.

B. Laser Searches I: Shining Light Through Walls.

Axions are pseudoscalar particles, and an electric field crossed with a magnetic field is likewise pseudoscalar.
Hence, photons of an appropriate polarization traveling through a transverse magnetic field can convert
into axions. These axions may then leave the beam, thereby depleting one polarization component, or the
axions may reconvert into photons in a second magnet. Should axions reconvert into photons within the
original magnet, the magnetic field plus virtual axions introduces a birefringence to the vacuum. In the
“Shining Light Through Walls” experiments, polarized laser light is directed down the bore of a transverse
dipole magnet. The light is then blocked by an opaque wall. Some of the photons convert into axions,
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and these axions easily pass through the wall and reconvert to photons in a second dipole magnet. The
photon-axion-photon conversion rate is very small, since the axion to two-photon coupling is so tiny, and
the entire photon-axion-photon process contains the product of two such tiny couplings. Such experiments
are unlikely to be sensitive to PQ type dark-matter axions and are less sensitive than the SN1987A bound.
These experiments are therefore more fully considered in the Intensity Frontier [149].

More recently, experiments are being proposed and are under construction that increase the conversion rate
by introducing a pair of locked Fabry-Perot optical cavities on either side of the wall. The conversion rate is
thereby enhanced by approximately the product of the cavity finesses, with the sensitivity improving as the
square-root of this rate [150]. A large experiment based on this locked pair of optical cavities is REAPR,
a project proposed for US funding, but not year approved. A second large experiment ALPS II (proposed
for construction in several phases) has started construction at DESY. These experiments have improved
sensitivity, but are unlikely to reach sensitivity to PQ type dark-matter axions.

A variant of this idea exploits the absorption and emission of axions within electromagnetic fields within a
single high finesse Fabre-Perot optical cavity. Here, a carrier signal is applied to the cavity and the axions
would introduce sidebands on the carrier. The proponents argue this would be sensitive to an optimistic PQ
type dark-matter axion [151].

C. Laser Searches II: Dichroism and Birefrigence.

As mentioned in the previous section, photons in light entering a transverse magnetic field may convert into
axions, depleting photons depleting polarization transverse to the magnetic-field direction, thereby inducing
vacuum dichroism. These axions may then reconvert into photons within the same magnet. This special
direction of polarization for the conversion and reconversion alters the propagation velocity of one beam
polarization, thereby introducing vacuum birefringence. Both effects lead to conversion of linearly polarized
into elliptical polarization. Such rotation of the beam polarization may be detected by sensitive optical
ellipsometers.

Since high-order QED will also mimic such effects, an axion search can be done with the same apparatus.
The prediction for axions is dichroism is a stronger contributor at lower axion masses, and birefringence is
stronger at heaver masses. This method was briefly in the spotlight in 2005 when PVLAS reported detecting
vacuum dichroism that could be interpreted as the effect of an axion in the neighborhood of 1000µeV with
rather large couplings to photons, couplings that were in tension with the searches mentioned in the previous
section. Further calibrations and studies on the detector cast doubt on the original claim. The collaboration
then rebuilt the apparatus and failed to reproduce that result [152].

Summarizing, this technique is unlikely to have sensitivity to PQ dark-matter axions. The resulting limits
are substantially less sensitive than that from SN1987A, and there are no plans for a larger-scale experiment.

D. Direct Detection of Solar Axions

As discussed, axions may be produced in the Sun, then propagate to Earth and when converted to photons
in a detector, appear as an excess of x-rays from the direction of the Sun. The terrestrial detector consists
of a dipole magnet with bore steered in the direction of the Sun, plus x-ray detectors at the end of the bore.
This is dubbed a “helioscope”.

These detectors have gone through several generations and are now highly developed. The most sensitive
such experiment is the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) [153] The CAST apparatus consists of an LHC
main-ring dipole magnet on an steerable alt-az mount. The x-ray detection hardware include grazing-incidence
x-ray focusing and “micromegas” x-ray detection. To vary the axion-to-photon dispersion relation, the
magnet bore can be filled with various gasses at various pressures. This detector recently became sensitive
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to plausible PQ dark-matter axions at the upper end of the allowed mass window (around 1 meV). In general,
CAST limit are at or are slightly better than the red giant bounds.

A larger and more sensitive 4th generation helioscope, the International Axion Observatory (IAXO, [154, 155],
has been proposed. Its improved sensitivity is due to a purpose-built large magnet, X-ray focusing optics
and low-background detectors. IAXO will be ≈ 20 more sensitive to the axion-photon coupling constant gaγ
than CAST, thereby reaching a few ×10−12 GeV−1 regime for a wide range of axion masses up to about 0.25
eV. IAXO will therefore be sensitive to a region of the QCD axion parameter space in the third unexplored
mass decade and is sensitive to certain models of non-PQ axion and light-particle dark matter, plus other
weakly-interacting hypothetical particles. The IAXO search region also explores the axion interpretation of
the anomalous white dwarf cooling hints and anomalously long light propagation over cosmological distances.
This is a large multi-purpose facility and more details on the instrument and science reach may be found in
the IAXO letter of intent.

The history of solar axion searches includes germanium and other scintillation detectors. Such detectors
convert axions to photons when the Bragg angle within the crystal is satisfied [156] The resultant limits are
considerably less sensitive than that from other astrophysical bounds. However, such axion searches will
likely continue as an adjunct to germanium WIMP recoil searches.

Finally, one can use data from an x-ray satellite as an on-off measure when the Earth shields the Sun. Axions
emitted by the Sun would penetrate the Earth and after penetration convert to photons in the Earth’s
magnetic field. The resulting sensitivity would be about that of the red giant bound [157] A refinement of
this is search for x-rays from axions converting into x-rays in the heliosphere. The x-rays are then detected
by satellites. Preliminary studies have been done, but it’s unclear what the expected sensitivity will be.

E. Short Distance Gravity.

Axions and other light bosons would introduce new short-range forces. These forces may have a Yukawa form
and become comparable to gravitational forces for distances at 100µm separations or less. The force may
be between masses, between mass and spin, or between spin and spin. Axions, being a pseudo scalar, would
dominantly contribute to the mass and spin interaction. A scalar would have a dominant contribution to the
mass-mass interactions [158] The results from mass-mass couplings are now severely constrain dark-matter
composed of scalars. They also require dark matter closely obey the equivalence principle and respect
Lorentz invariance. However, experiments to measure the mass-spin contribution are less constraining and
do not yet approach the required sensitivity to detect PQ type dark-matter axions. These experiments are
being continuously improved and refined, but there are no proposals for a significantly expanded program
for short-distance gravity detection of dark-matter [159]

Astrophysical Bounds

As mentioned earlier, axions can effect the evolution of or energy transport in astrophysical objects, or alter
the propagation of photons through intergalactic space. These astrophysical bounds, especially the neutrino
signal from SN1987A and the luminosity function of white dwarfs are the main observational/experimental
constraint on PQ dark-matter axions: they require such axions to have masses below about a few times
1000µeV.

A. Energy Transport in Astrophysical Objects

Axions and other kinds of low-mass particles, very weakly interacting particles are produced in the hot
interiors of astrophysical objects and thereby become a new channel for energy transport. This new energy
transport channel can, for instance, alter the evolution of the astrophysical object, so that its evolutionary
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age is in conflict with its clock age. This allows inferences to be made on the properties of these weakly
interacting particles, including their couplings to normal matter and radiation.

Energy Transport in the Sun

KSVZ axions are produced predominantly in the core of the Sun by photon to axion conversion in scatters
off the potential of solar nuclei. Since the core of the Sun is hot, the axion energy spectrum peaks in the
x-ray. These axions may be detected on Earth directly. Alternatively, the energy transport of axions from
the Sun, combined the constraint on the solar luminosity and the neutrino fluxes from SNO provide limits to
the axion coupling. The axion emission may also alter the solar temperature and thereby the solar density
and the solar seismic modes. Approximately, these bounds are considerably less sensitive to PQ dark-matter
axions than the bound from SN1987A [160] However, there are non-PQ axion and other models where these
methods have good sensitivity.

Energy Transport in Red Giants

Stars on the red giant branch of the HR diagram eventually reach the horizontal branch, where helium
burning becomes appreciable and axion emission is also appreciable. The energy released by axions greatly
accelerates the evolutionary age of the horizontal branch stars, thereby depleting their population on the
horizontal branch. The resulting bound on the axion coupling is somewhat more restrictive than that of
solar axions (though terrestrial searches for solar axions have recently bettered this bound). Again, these
bounds are considerably less sensitive to PQ dark-matter axions than that from SN1987A,though they may
have good sensitivity to certain non-PQ axion and other models.

Energy Transport in White Dwarfs

Nothing forbids the axion to have direct couplings to electrons or other leptons, in which case the axion
may be emitted as Bremsstrahlung radiation from hot electrons in astrophysical objects. This axion to
electron coupling is hard to predict, as it depends directly on the axion’s electromagnetic anomaly which
is highly model dependent. The plasma frequency in white dwarfs is relatively large, which suppresses the
axion Bremsstrahlung channel. The new axion energy channel would accelerate the white dwarf cooling.
Interestingly, there are suggestions that indeed there is an extra component to white dwarf cooling, which
could be interpreted as due to a light axion [161] This warrants more study, as the effect is subtle and the
white dwarf luminosity function is not predicted to high precision. Similarly, the ZZ-Ceti subclass of variable
white dwarfs have a period that depends on temperature. The period decreases over time, and the rate of this
decrease can be related to energy transport. Also interestingly, there could be a slight amount of additional
energy loss, which can be interpreted as above as due to a light axion [162] Also, again, this warrants more
study as the effect is subtle and the period luminosity relation is not predicted to high precision.

Energy Transport in Supernovae

The most restrictive experimental bound on PQ dark-matter axions come from the width of the arrival-time
burst of neutrinos from SN1987A. The hot interiors of supernovae can release an appreciable amount of
energy in axions and other light weakly-interacting particles. This energy emission rate is can be predicted
with reasonable precision. Axions with too strong a coupling are trapped and have little observable effects,
while axions with too weak a coupling are rarely produced and likewise have little effect. Axions whose
interaction length is on order of the size of the supernovae core release the most energy. The signature of
this energy release is a modification of the neutrino arrival time burst from SN1987A. Recall, approximately
20 neutrinos were detected in the approximately 10 second burst. While perhaps in detail, the arrival
time distribution varies from the predicted arrival time distribution, the overall number of neutrinos and
the overall burst duration closely matches expectation from a core collapse supernova. The luminosity in
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axion emission is thereby constrained, as are then the axion couplings [163] Such axions neatly fill the range
between the upper end of the allowed mass window and other experimental bounds.

Several comments are in order. Firstly, this supernova bound is very constraining. It rules out PQ axions
with masses above about 1000µeV. Further, below this mass, the SN1987A bound is much more sensitive
than other astrophysical bounds and terrestrial experiments (with the exception of RF cavity experiments
and possibly the white dwarf bound discussed earlier). Secondly, the weak evidence for an extra axion
white dwarf energy transport channel cooling by axion emission discussed above may not be excluded by the
SN1987A bound.

C. Optical and Radio Telescope Searches

Historically, there was a gap in the otherwise seamless set of limits for axions with masses above around
1000µeV. Such axions, if the dark matter, would make up halos of galaxies and very slowly decay into two
photons. As the axion mass increases, the axion decay width increases, so that eV mass axions in halos
may be detectable through their glow. The glow would be an almost monochromatic line (modified by the
Doppler virial velocity). Such emission was not seen, which closed the gap [164] It’s now appreciated such
relatively heavy axions would be warm dark matter and be highly constrained.

A variant of this technique is to look for the radio emission from light axions in halos of dwarf galaxies. The
dwarf galaxies have low virial velocities and hence the emission line is very narrow on the receiver baseline
noise. A search was performed over a narrow mass range in the second “invisible axion” mass decade [165]
There is considerable room for refinement in this method: the collecting area can be increased, and multi-dish
correlation can reduce the receiver-noise baseline.

D. Propagation of Astrophysical Photons

Intergalactic astrophysical magnetic fields could mediate the conversion of axions to photons [166]. Here,
the conversion region is large, while the magnetic fields are small. For mixing lengths to be sensibly long,
the axion mass needs to be quite small, typically much smaller than the lower bound of the “invisible axion”
window.

One search method is to look for anomalous dimming of distant sources. The actual signature could be
quite complex, involving polarization effects and frequency dependence. At one time it was posited that the
dimming from distant supernovae could be due to ultra-light axion conversions. This is now believed to be
a negligible effect compared to the dimming from cosmic acceleration. It has more recently been suggested
there’s anomalous TeV gamma ray transparency from distant AGNs, and perhaps this is due to conversion
of gamma rays to axions, then back to gamma rays [167, 168]. However, inclusion of secondary gamma rays
produced in cosmic-ray interactions along the line of sight explains the apparent transparency without the
need for hypothetical new particles [169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182]. This
is again a case where more study is warranted. This is discussed in the cosmic ray section of the Cosmic
Frontier report.

Along these same lines, it been suggested that axions emitted from SN1987A would then have reconverted
into gamma rays in intergalactic magnetic field. Hence SN1987A would have been accompanied by a gamma
ray burst. No such burst was seen, which provides another bound similar in spirit to the neutrino SN1987A
bound. There have also been suggestions that similar studies could be done on other astrophysical objects
with high magnetic fields, but these searches have yet to mature and their potential sensitivity is unknown.

E. Axion Summary

The QCD axion has a well bounded parameter space of mass and couplings. There are axion and axion-like-particle
alternatives to the QCD axion, with a vast and largely unexplored search space. The landscape of this search
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space is shown in figure 3. The diagonal lines are the expected range in coupling for the QCD axion. The
allowed QCD axion window is approximately between 1 µeV and 1 meV. Dark matter QCD axions are in the
approximate mass range 1 µeV to 100 µeV, with the bounds having considerable uncertainties. Also shown in
the figure are upper limits from SN1987A (also white dwarfs) and HB stars (the red giant bound). Evolution
of stars with masses 8–10 M� provides comparable constraints [139]. Sensitivities of various technologies
are also shown (“Laser”, etc.). The QCD (PQ) dark-matter axions will be explored with high sensitivity in
the next decade by RF-cavity experiments. The solar experiments (CAST and IAXO) have sensitivity a a
large part of the non-PQ search space and the upper end of the QCD axion window. Of course, there could
be surprises in both mass and couplings.

26.4.3 Black holes

Primordial black holes (PBH) constitute a viable dark matter candidate. This is probably the only possible
form of dark matter that is not made up of exotic new elementary particles or forms of matter. Black Holes
(BH) have been contemplated as Dark Matter candidates since at least 1970s [183, 184, 185]. In fact, one of
the initial motivations for the scale-free Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum of primordial fluctuations was to avoid
creating too many PBHs. PBHs can easily be made during inflation via a “tilted spectrum” of fluctuations.

While BHs naturally form as the end stage of stellar evolution of massive s, astrophysical black holes cannot
make up a significant fraction of dark matter. Created as final stages of gravitational collapse of some
baryonic matter, astrophysical black holes cannot have a big enough mass fraction to account for dark
matter, because DM density exceeds the density of ordinary baryonic matter. However, if BH’s formed by
a different method before the epoch of matter domination, they could make up the entirety of the DM.

Primordial black holes (PBH) could form in the Early Universe from overdensities in the matter/radiation
fluid [186, 187]. Whenever the amount of mass inside the horizon exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass, one
expects BHs to form, and standard cosmological theory shows that this mass is very near to this limit
throughout cosmic time. A density enhancement of a few tens of percent at any time during the early
universe evolution can be sufficient for PBHs to form. There have been many suggestions of ways to get
such density enhancements, for example, from bubble collisions, collapse of string loops, features in inflaton
potentials, various types of phase transitions, etc. [188, 189, 185].

Some mechanisms of PBH creation result in a broad spectrum of PBH masses, but one appealing scenario
involves two consecutive periods of inflation separated by a short phase during which coherent oscillations
of the inflaton cause preheating and enhancement of density perturbation on the scale comparable to the
horizon size [190, 188]. When these density perturbations re-enter the horizon after the second inflationary
epoch is over, they cause formation of black holes. The mass function of black holes produced in this scenario
is very narrow: it is practically a delta function determined by the size of the horizon between the two stages
of inflation. In addition to producing dark matter, this mechanism is capable of generating the primordial
seeds for supermassive black holes that exist in the centers of galaxies [191].

We note that if PBHs are created early enough and in appropriate mass ranges they can evade big bang
nucleosynthesis and CMB constraints and make up the entirety of the DM. PBH lighter than 1015 g would
have decayed by Hawking radiation in less than 10 Gyr. Theoretical predictions for the range of PBH masses
are not precise, and all masses in the range from 1015 g to 1038 g can be generated from inflation or another
mechanism.

While there are many theoretical ideas on how to create PBH DM, none of them is predictive enough to
pinpoint the mass range of the resulting PBH DM. Observational constraints eliminate most of the mass
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Figure 3. The landscape of axion searches. The vertical axis is the axion’s coupling to two photons. The
horizontal axis is the axion’s mass. The diagonal lines are the expected range in coupling for the QCD axion.
The allowed QCD axion window is approximately between 1 µeV and 1 meV. Dark matter QCD axions are
in the approximate mass range 1 µeV to 100 µeV, with the bounds having considerable uncertainties. Also
shown are upper limits from SN1987A (also white dwarfs) and HB stars (the red giant bound). Sensitivities
of various technologies are also shown (“Laser”, etc.). The QCD (PQ) dark-matter axions will be explored
with high sensitivity in the next decade by RF-cavity experiments. The solar experiments (CAST and
IAXO) have sensitivity a a large part of the non-PQ search space and the upper end of the QCD axion
window. Of course, there could be surprises in both mass and couplings.

range, except for a window between 3 × 10−13M� and 2 × 10−8M�, where the lower limit is set by recent
femto-lensing results from the Fermi-Gamma-ray Burst Monitor data [192], and the upper limit is the
combined MACHO/EROS constraints due to microlensing [193].

To explore the remaining window, several new ideas have been put forward. For example, at the upper end
of the window between 3× 10−13M� to 2× 10−8M� new microlensing experiments can play an important
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role. An analysis of Kepler satellite data show that this could reach perhaps 40% of this window,[194]
and recent preliminary results from the same group seems to eliminate PBH masses down to 2 × 10−9M�.
Using data from upcoming satellite missions should allow further progress to be made in exploration of this
window [195] At the low end of the large PBH mass window, there have been several claims that the existence
of neutron stars in globular clusters eliminates the possibility of PBH DM in the mass range between the
femto-lensing limit and 2× 10−9M� [196]. However, these results have been questioned, since the assumed
amount of DM in the globular clusters is much larger than standard astrophysical models suggest. One
can expect improvement in the femto-lensing limit due to analysis of FERMI satellite data[192]. Accretion
onto PBH DM is expected to distort the CMB and strong limits have been claimed due to non-observation
of this effect[197]. However, this analysis was based on strong assumptions, and the limits may not be as
strong [189].

In summary, PBH remains a viable candidate for dark matter. PBHs can be created via scalar dynamics in
the early Universe. The remaining mass window can probably be fully explored in the near future.

26.4.4 Mirror dark matter

Mirror dark matter may today be viewed as a special case of asymmetric dark matter, although its original
motivation was quite different from that of typical asymmetric dark matter models constructed in recent
years. Its origins are also quite old, going back to the seminal paper by Lee and Yang on parity violation
in the late 1950s [198]. The basic idea is that despite the V − A character of weak interactions, the true
microscopic theory of fundamental interactions might be completely symmetric under spatial inversion,
~x→ −~x. In its purest form, both the Lagrangian and the vacuum are parity symmetric [46], differentiating
mirror matter models from left-right symmetric models. While the latter have parity-invariant Lagrangians,
experimental constraints force one to spontaneously break that discrete symmetry. Mirror dark matter has
been argued [80, 81, 82, 199, 71] to provide a compelling explanation for the positive direct-detection claims
of DAMA [17, 18], CoGeNT [19, 20], CRESST [21] and CDMS/Si [22]. This motivates the consideration
being given to this special dark matter candidate.

The definition of a mirror matter model is as follows. Let L(ψ) be a Lagrangian that describes the visible
world of standard elementary particles ψ through a theory with gauge group G. (The set of fields ψ contain
scalar, fermion and gauge fields.) In the following, we take this theory to simply be the standard model
augmented by some neutrino mass-generation mechanism. Now consider an independent but isomorphic
gauge group G′, with a set of fields ψ′ that transform under G′ in exactly the same way that standard
particles ψ transform under G. The G×G′ gauge theory

L(ψ) + L(ψ′) + Lint(ψ,ψ
′) (26.15)

defines a mirror matter model, provided that L(ψ′) is an exact copy of L(ψ) so that a non-standard parity
symmetry P ′ exists, under which ~x→ −~x, ψ ↔ ψ′. The interaction Lagrangian Lint, that depends on both
ordinary and mirror fields, is also required to obey this discrete symmetry. Note that LH (RH) ordinary
fermions must transform into corresponding RH (LH) mirror fermions under the parity transformation P ′.
A non-standard exact time-reversal transformation T ′ may be defined according to P ′T ′ ≡ CPT , where the
right-hand side is just the standard CPT symmetry obeyed by all local, relativistic quantum field theories. A
mirror matter model is therefore automatically invariant under all of the improper Lorentz transformations.
This simple, aesthetically-motivated symmetry requirement is the fundamental motivation for mirror matter.

Among the fields ψ and ψ′ are the standard Higgs doublet Φ and its mirror partner Φ′. It is easy to show
that the minimal scalar sector comprising just these two scalar multiplets has only three possible vacuum
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expectation value patterns, depending on the chosen scalar potential parameter region [46]:

〈Φ〉 = 〈Φ′〉 = 0 (no symmetry breaking) , (26.16)

〈Φ〉 6= 0, 〈Φ′〉 = 0 or 〈Φ〉 = 0, 〈Φ′〉 6= 0 (single sector symmetry breaking) , (26.17)

〈Φ〉 = 〈Φ′〉 6= 0 (parity symmetric symmetry breaking) . (26.18)

The vacuum of most interest is given by Eq. (26.18) because it leaves the improper spacetime transformations
exact while spontaneously breaking the electroweak and mirror-electroweak gauge symmetries at the same
scale.

No mention of dark matter was made in defining mirror matter models, only the symmetry principle that
improper Lorentz transformations are to be exact symmetries of nature. But for free one obtains a hidden
sector with exactly the same microphysics as the ordinary or visible sector. Given the vacuum of Eq. (26.18),
all ordinary particles have exactly mass-degenerate mirror partners (note that mass eigenstate neutrinos and
physical Higgs bosons will in general be admixtures of ordinary and mirror states). The stable particles
of the visible sector (protons, electrons, some bound neutrons, the lightest neutrino, photons, gluons) have
corresponding stable mirror partner particles; the exact P ′ symmetry tells us that the dark matter mass scale
is that of the proton and heavier nuclei, which is of considerable interest in light of the few-GeV mass scale
favored by the positive direct-detection signals observed by DAMA, CoGeNT, CRESST and CDMS/Si. The
dark mirror world contains all the complexities and richness of the visible sector: atoms, molecules, nuclei,
and radiation. If the dark matter is mirror matter, one also expects some of it to manifest as mirror stars
and mirror galaxies.

Ordinary and mirror matter will interact via gravity and the non-gravitational interactions described by
Lint(ψ,ψ

′). For the case of the mirror minimal standard model, the interaction Lagrangian contains just
two gauge-invariant terms: kinetic mixing between the hypercharge gauge boson and its mirror partner,

εFµνF ′µν , (26.19)

and the scalar potential term λΦΦ′Φ
†ΦΦ′†Φ′, where ε and λΦΦ′ are arbitrary dimensionless parameters. If

gauge-singlet neutrino-like states exist, they will in general mix and constitute a third non-gravitational
connection between the sectors. The limit ε, λΦΦ′ → 0 is technically natural in the absence of gravity
because the sectors decouple, with independent Poincaré transformations as the enhanced symmetry. This
fact justifies very weak non-gravitational couplings between the ordinary and mirror sectors, as required for
mirror matter to be dark matter. Nonetheless, a small but nonzero value for ε is important for the testability
of this hypothesis, and perhaps even for its cosmological viability.

Indeed, does mirror matter succeed phenomenologically as a dark matter candidate? The answer is “yes”,
at least within the uncertainties caused by the great complexity of mirror dark matter and the associated
calculational challenges. To see why this answer is reasonable, one has to understand mirror dark matter
cosmology [49, 51, 50, 55, 56, 200, 104].

The fundamental fact to be appreciated about this cosmology is that the ordinary and mirror plasmas of
the early universe should have thermally decoupled prior to big bang or primordial nucleosynthesis and
have different temperatures T and T ′, respectively. Successful primordial nucleosynthesis requires that
the mirror plasma temperature be slightly smaller than the temperature of the ordinary-particle bath,

T ′/T
<∼ 0.5, in order to meet the upper bound on extra radiation during that epoch [49, 51]. This

phenomenologically-necessary temperature difference, possibly set up by an inflationary mechanism [49],
makes the evolution of complexity and structure in the mirror world quite different from that of standard
matter, and explains why mirror dark matter manifests in an observationally different way from ordinary
matter in cosmology and astrophysics despite the identical microphysics. The disparities begin with primordial
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nucleosynthesis, where the lower temperature T ′ means that the ratio of mirror-Helium He′ to mirror-Hydrogen
H′ is much higher than the corresponding ordinary-sector figure.

Can mirror dark matter lead to successful large-scale structure formation? As it happens, the lower
temperature is an important consideration. To avoid a delay in the onset of structure formation, the mirror
photons should decouple from the mirror nuclei and electrons no later than the time of matter-radiation

equality, which in turn motivates that T ′/T
<∼ 0.3, a little lower than the maximum permitted by primordial

nucleosynthesis [49, 51]. In the linear regime of density perturbation growth, mirror dark matter behaves
more closely like cold dark matter as the temperature ratio is taken smaller, with values below 0.3 favored.
Eventually, of course, the growth of mirror dark matter structure deviates strongly from that of standard,
non-dissipative, collisionless cold dark matter, with the formation of mirror stars and other condensed
structures.

A challenge for mirror dark matter is the need for dark matter halos around spiral galaxies such as the Milky
Way to be spheroidal. One could ask why the mirror matter should be distributed in this way while the
microphysically-identical ordinary matter has collapsed into a disk. An answer may involve a heating source
to sustain a pressure-supported spheroidal halo. As it happens, ordinary supernovae have suitable energetics
to play this role [97], provided the kinetic-mixing parameter ε is about 10−9, a figure that, interestingly, is also
motivated by the mirror dark matter explanation of the positive direct-detection claims (see below). Through
kinetic mixing of photons and mirror photons, about half of the gravitational binding energy released during
an ordinary core-collapse supernova can be converted into mirror particles, which heat the ionized mirror
matter making up the galactic halo sufficiently to solve the problem. The reverse process plausibly does not
happen, at least in the current epoch, because the plasma is far too hot for significant mirror star formation
to occur.

There are constraints on dark matter self-interactions from elliptical galaxies[105] and the bullet cluster
system [201]. Considering first elliptical galaxies, observations indicate that the dark matter is flattened,
i.e. non-spherically distributed (see, for example, Ref. [202]). This ellipticity constrains self-interacting,
nondissipative dark matter, which tends to form spherical halos. Dissipative dark matter, on the other
hand, can collapse to a flattened disk and bulge if there is little supernova heating (expected since elliptical
galaxies are observed to be devoid of gas and have very low star formation rate). The Bullet cluster potentially
constrains the self interactions of mirror dark matter. However, given the weak constraints on the proportion
of mirror dark matter in the form of intergalactic gas and also the fairly low self-interaction cross-section at the
estimated mirror plasma temperature (T ′ ∼ 10 keV), mirror dark matter remains viable. See Refs. [203, 95]
for further discussions.

If kinetic mixing exists, with ε ∼ 10−9, then mirror particles from the halo of the Milky Way can Rutherford
scatter off of ordinary nuclei on Earth. This leads to the possibility that these particles can be probed in
direct detection experiments. Although the dominant He′, H′ halo components are too light to be important
for the currently operating experiments, heavier metal components such as O′ or Fe′ can be detectable. To
determine the interaction rate of such a heavy metal component, A′, in experiments such as DAMA and
CoGeNT, one needs to know the velocity distribution of A′ and its scattering cross section with ordinary
matter. The mirror particles are presumed to form a pressure supported halo with common temperature T .
The halo temperature is set by the Galactic rotational velocity, vrot ∼ 220 km/s, via T ≈ 1

2m̄v
2
rot, where m̄ is

the mean mass of the halo mirror particles [97]. A novel feature of such multi-component dark matter is a mass
dependent velocity dispersion, f(A′) = exp(−E/T ) = exp(−v2/v2

0) where v0 =
√

2T/mA′ =
√
m̄/mA′ vrot.

The important point is that heavy mirror particles are expected to have quite narrow velocity dispersion:
v2

0 � v2
rot. This can be contrasted with WIMPs, which have v0 = vrot in the standard halo model. Another

distinguishing feature of mirror particles is that they are expected to interact via kinetic-mixing-induced
Rutherford scatting. The differential cross section for a mirror nucleus, A′, with atomic number Z ′ and
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velocity v to elastically scatter off an ordinary nucleus, A, with atomic number Z is:

dσ

dER
=

2πε2Z2Z ′2α2F 2
AF

2
A′

mAE2
Rv

2
(26.20)

where FA (FA′) is the form factor of the nucleus (mirror nucleus) and natural units are used. Here ER is
the recoil energy of the target nucleus, A.

The data from the DAMA, CoGeNT, CRESST-II and CDMS/Si experiments have been analyzed within this
mirror dark matter framework [80, 81, 82, 199, 71]. It has been found that the positive signal from each of
these experiments can be explained with A′ = Fe′ and ε

√
ξFe′ ≈ 2 × 10−10 (where ξFe′ is the mass fraction

of Fe′ in the halo). Other regions of parameter space are also possible. In summary, mirror dark matter will
be explored as part of the next generation WIMP searches and the dark-matter astrophysics program.

26.4.5 Self-interacting non-WIMP dark matter

Dark matter with stronger-than-weak-scale self-interactions arises in a variety of models, which possess
their individual motivations, e.g. in mirror DM and more generally asymmetric DM models. However,
self-interacting DM is independently motivated as a potential solution to the discrepancies which currently
appear between the predictions of collisionless CDM simulations and observations of the galactic and
subgalactic structure of the universe, reviewed in Sec. 26.3.1. For the disagreement between simulations
and observations to be resolved within the CDM paradigm, some mechanism that modifies the standard
CDM structure-formation picture is needed.

If DM interacts significantly inside halos, then the energy transfer among DM particles heats up the
low-entropy material concentrated in the center of the galaxies, thus reducing their central densities [204].
Core-type inner density profiles are in better agreement with observations of dwarf galaxies than the cusp-type
profiles predicted in collisionless CDM simulations. Moreover, the reduced central densities imply reduced
velocity dispersions, which can alleviate the “too big to fail problem” [205]. However, DM self-scattering and
energy transfer also tends to form isotropic DM halos. Preserving the observed triaxial nature of elliptical
halos gives the most severe constraints on self-interacting DM [105, 98]; these constraints are typically
stronger than those arising from the Bullet Cluster [201] and from elliptical galaxy clusters [206]. In fact, the
galactic and subgalactic clustering patterns of DM appear to be a sensitive probe not only of the strength
but also of the nature of the DM self-interactions.

Dark-matter self-scattering may occur either via short-range interactions with velocity-independent scattering
cross sections, or via long-range interactions3 with the scattering cross-section decreasing with increasing
velocity. The momentum-transfer cross-section, defined as σ

T
≡
∫
dΩ (dσχχ/dΩ) (1 − cos θ) with dσχχ/dΩ

being the differential DM self-scattering cross-section and θ the scattering angle, factors out forward scattering
(which does not redistribute energy among DM particles), and is used to parametrize the effect of DM
self-interactions in halos. Recent simulations show that for velocity-independent DM self-scattering cross-sections,
DM self-interactions can affect the kinematics of halos without spoiling their triaxiality for a narrow range
of values around σ

T
/mDM ≈ 0.6 cm2/g [207, 208, 92, 209, 210]. A much broader parameter space is available

if the DM self-interaction is long-range. Because in this case the DM self-scattering becomes suppressed
with increasing velocity, its effect is more pronounced in smaller halos with low velocity dispersion, such as

3Note that “long range” does not imply astronomical distances. For the case of a massless vector mediator – a dark photon –
Debye screening due to the DM plasma makes the effective range of the interaction λD ≈ mDMvDM/

√
4παDρDM ∼ (1−105) cm

depending on the parameter choice. A scalar mediator of any reasonable nonzero mass gives rise to a much shorter range, even
if that range is large compared to typical particle physics distance scales.
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the dwarf galaxies, while it becomes unimportant in larger galaxies and clusters, which have much higher
velocity dispersions. References [92, 209] performed simulations for velocity-dependent cross-sections arising
in Yukawa interactions via a light mediator [98, 99]. For benchmark scenarios with roughly σ

T
/m

DM
∼

(1− 40) cm2/g at v ∼ 10− 30 km/s, they found that the inner profiles of the subhaloes turned out to be no
more dense that what inferred from the kinematics of the dwarf spheroidal galaxies, while the ellipticity of the
main halo was retained. Indeed, for the models considered, σ

T
/mDM . 0.2 cm2/g at velocities v & 100 km/s

relevant to Milky Way and larger size halos, which is consistent with the bound on the transfer cross section
in the velocity-independent case. To delineate the full range of possibilities, more simulations for a wider
range of parameters and various types of velocity-dependence of the self-interaction cross section are of course
needed.

Several scenarios of self-interacting DM have been explored, including single component DM interacting via
a massless [105] or massive [211, 212, 100] vector boson, or a scalar mediator [99, 100], and asymmetric DM
coupled to a massless (or very light) vector boson, which gives rise to the atomic DM scenario [93]. Another
compelling possibility arises if DM is in the form of Q-balls. Q-balls can coalesce after a collision, forming
larger Q-balls and decreasing their number density. This implies that the effective self-interaction rate is
reduced to a negligible value after a few collisions per particle [213]. Below we describe in some more detail
phenomenological aspects of atomic DM and DM interacting via a massive scalar boson.

Atomic dark matter. Asymmetric DM coupled to a massless or light vector boson of a gauged U(1)
D

symmetry, is made up of (at least) two species of particles, so that the net gauge charge carried by one species
(due to its asymmetric relic abundance) is compensated by an opposite gauge charge carried by the other
species.4 This gives rise to the atomic DM scenario, which appears in many ADM constructions, e.g. [214,
215, 42, 40, 216] (c.f. Sec. 26.4.1). In analogy to ordinary matter, the two species making up the dark atoms
are referred to as the dark proton p

D
and the dark electron e

D
, and the U(1)

D
neutral bound state is referred

to as the dark Hydrogen H
D

. The cosmology of atomic DM consisting of two fermionic species bound by an
unbroken U(1)

D
, has been explored in Ref. [93]. The rather rich phenomenology of atomic DM depends on

the efficiency of the dark recombination in the early universe

p
D

+ e
D
↔ H

D
+ γ

D
, (26.21)

where γ
D

is the dark photon, the late-time ionization fraction of DM, the thermal decoupling of DM from
the dark radiation, and the evolution of the DM density perturbations. Even richer phenomenology emerges
if the dark sector features also a strong force which binds dark particles into heavier states and gives rise to
nuclear physics, as is the case in mirror DM models (c.f. Sec. 26.4.4).

The cosmology of the atomic DM scenario is determined by four parameters: the dark fine-structure constant
α
D

, the mass of the dark Hydrogen m
D

, the dark proton-electron reduced mass µ
D

, and the present-day ratio
of the dark and the visible sector temperatures, ξ ≡ T

D
/T

V
. The binding energy of the dark Hydrogen

atom is E
D
' α2

D
µ
D
/2, and the mass of the bound state is related to the mass of the dark fermions by

m
D

= m(p
D

) +m(e
D

)−E
D

. A reasonable estimate for the residual ionization fraction based on equilibrium
thermodynamics is

xion ∼ 10−6 ξ

(
m
D
µ
D

GeV2

)(
0.1

α
D

)4

, (26.22)

4 Dark baryogenesis has to occur before the dark baryons –not yet bearing an asymmetry– have annihilated below the
observed DM abundance, i.e. at temperatures Tdark BG & mDM/xf , where mDM is the dark baryon mass, and typically
xf ∼ 20 − 50. If the dark gauge symmetry U(1)D is unbroken, or broken at a scale MD . mDM/xf , dark baryogenesis occurs
before the possible transition of the universe to the broken phase, and by gauge invariance ADM has to consist of both positively
and negatively charged particles.
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although the exact value depends on the details of the dark recombination [93]. The residual ionization
fraction determines the DM self-interaction inside halos, which involves atom-atom, atom-ion and ion-ion
collisions. The corresponding momentum-transfer cross-sections are

σ
T

(H
D
−H

D
) ≈ 120π

α2
D
µ2
D
v1/4

, σ
T

(H
D
− i) ≈ 240π

α2
D
µ2
D

(
mi

m
D

) 1
2

, σ
T

(i− j) ≈
2πα2

D

µ2
ijv

4
, (26.23)

where mi = m(p
D

) or m(e
D

) are the masses of the dark ions, and µij is the reduced mass of the i − j ion
pair. (More accurate expressions for the scattering cross sections are given in Ref. [93].)

Depending on the strength of the dark force, there are various regimes with different phenomenology [93]:

(i) For large values of the dark fine-structure constant, α
D
& 0.1, the cosmology of atomic DM resembles

the collisionless CDM scenario. Dark recombination occurs mostly while in thermodynamic equilibrium
and does not depend on the details of the atomic transitions. Because the binding energy of the dark
atoms is large, dark recombination and the kinetic decoupling of DM occur early, and the matter
power spectrum differs from that of collisionless CDM only at unobservably small comoving scales. The
residual ionization fraction is small and the DM self-scattering inside halos is dominated by atom-atom
collisions, whose cross-section is insensitive to v. Requiring σ/m

DM
. 1 cm2/g to preserve the observed

ellipticity of halos implies

α
D
& 0.3

(
10 GeV

m
D

)1/2(
GeV

µ
D

)
, (26.24)

where parameter values which are close to satisfying the equality in Eq. (26.24) could potentially resolve
the small-scale structure problems of collisionless CDM. Because of the large value of α

D
, the atomic

energy splittings are large and the collisions of dark atoms in the halos are not energetic enough to
excite them, ensuring that DM is non-dissipative.

(ii) For intermediate values of the fine structure constant, the recombination process is in quasi-equilibrium
and depends on the details of the atomic transitions. Dark acoustic oscillations can imprint a new scale
in the matter power spectrum, which determines the minimum DM protohalo mass. A significant
residual ionization fraction may be present today, given roughly by Eq. (26.22). Rutherford scattering
of the ionized component, with the strong velocity-dependence of the cross-section, σ ∝ v−4, can
potentially alter the halo kinematics, resulting in subhalos with reduced central density, without
affecting the ellipticity of the main halo.

(iii) For very small α
D

and/or large dark proton and dark electron masses, the recombination rate is lower
than the Hubble rate. The dark sector remains mostly ionized. In fact, dark atoms do not form if

α
D
. 10−4 ξ

( m
D

GeV

)1/4 ( µ
D

keV

)1/4

. (26.25)

(However, efficient annihilation in the early universe requires α
D
& 3× 10−5(m

D
/GeV).)

Yukawa interactions. If DM couples to a light scalar, then its self-interaction cross-section exhibits a
non-trivial velocity dependence. For fermionic DM χ that couples to a scalar φ via

δL = gχφχ̄χ , (26.26)

the effect of the DM self-interaction inside halos depends on the three model parameters, the coupling
αχ ≡ g2

χ/4π, the DM mass mχ, the mass of the scalar mediator mφ, and on the velocity v of DM in the
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halos. The Born approximation describes adequately the perturbative regime, with the momentum-transfer
cross section being [98]

αχ � mφ/mχ : σ
T

=
8πα2

χ

m2
χv

4

[
ln

(
1 +

m2
χv

2

m2
φ

)
−

m2
χv

2/m2
φ

1 +m2
χv

2/m2
φ

]
. (26.27)

At larger couplings, non-perturbative effects become important. In the classical regime, v � mφ/mχ, the
momentum-transfer cross-section is [98]

mφ

mχ
. αχ,

mφ

mχ
� v : σ

T
=



4πβ2

m2
φ

ln
(
1 + β−1

)
, β . 10−1

8πβ2

m2
φ (1 + 1.5β1.65)

, 10−1 . β . 103

π

m2
φ

(
lnβ + 1− 1

2
ln−1 β

)
, β & 103

(26.28)

where β ≡ 2αχmφ/mχv
2. Scalar bosons mediate attractive interactions, and for large enough couplings

beyond the perturbative regime, αχ & mφ/mχ, bound states exist. Outside the classical regime, for v �
mφ/mχ, bound states can also form and the DM self-scattering exhibits resonances. In the resonant regime,
the momentum-transfer cross section can be approximated by [100]

v � mφ

mχ
. αχ : σ

T
=

16π

m2
χv

2
sin2 δ , (26.29)

where

δ = arg

 iΓ
(
imχv
κmφ

)
Γ(λ+)Γ(λ−)

 , λ± = 1 +
imχv

2κmφ
±

√
αχmχ

κmφ
−

m2
χv

2

4κ2m2
φ

, κ ≈ 1.6 . (26.30)

From the above, it follows that for mχ & 300 GeV and mφ . 30 MeV, the DM self-scattering cross-section
can comfortably lie in the range required to affect the kinematics of dwarf galaxies, and also exhibit strong
velocity dependence which ensures negligible effect on Milky-Way and galaxy-cluster scales [100]. This
regime is described by the classical approximation of Eq. (26.28). A more limited parameter space for
velocity-dependent self-interaction is available in the resonant regime, for mχ ∼ (60 − 300) GeV [100]. For
lower DM masses, the Born approximation becomes applicable and the self-scattering cross-sections is mostly
velocity-independent [100].

In summary, atomic dark matter has complex self-interactions, as well as interactions with ordinary matter.
Its astrophysical ramifications deserve further studies. Both direct and indirect detection

26.4.6 Sterile neutrinos

Sterile, or right-handed neutrinos are usually introduced to explain the observed neutrino masses; the
corresponding new particles can be dark matter in some range of parameters [217].

The Standard Model was originally formulated with massless neutrinos να transforming as components of
the electroweak SU(2) doublets Lα (α = e, µ, τ). To accommodate the neutrino masses, one can add several
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electroweak singlets Na (a = 1, ..., n) to build a seesaw Lagrangian [218, 219, 220, 221, 222]:

L = LSM + iN̄a∂/Na − yαaH† L̄αNa −
Ma

2
N̄ c
aNa + h.c. (26.31)

ere LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian (with only the left-handed neutrinos and without the neutrino
masses). We will assume that SU(3)-triplet Higgs bosons [223] are not involved, and all the neutrino masses
arise from the “seesaw” Lagrangian.

The neutrino mass eigenstates ν
(m)
i (i = 1, ..., n+3) are linear combinations of the weak eigenstates {να, Na}.

They are obtained by diagonalizing the (n+ 3)× (n+ 3) mass matrix:

M(n+3) =

(
0 yαa〈H〉

yaα〈H〉 diag{M1, ...,Mn}

)
. (26.32)

s long as all yaα〈H〉 ∼ y〈H〉 � Ma ∼ M , the eigenvalues of this matrix split into two groups: the lighter
states with masses

m(ν
(m)
1,2,3) ∼ y2〈H〉2

M
(26.33)

and the heavier eigenstates with masses of the order of M :

m(ν(m)
a ) ∼M (a > 3). (26.34)

We call the former active neutrinos and the latter sterile neutrinos. Generically, the mixing angles in this
case are of the order of

θ2
aα ∼

y2
aα〈H〉2

M2
, (26.35)

but some additional symmetries or accidental cancellations can make them different from these generic values.

One can consider a broad range of values for the number n of sterile neutrinos. Unlike the other fermions, the
singlets are not subject to any constraint based on the anomaly cancellation because these fermions do not
couple to the gauge fields. To explain the neutrino masses inferred from the atmospheric and solar neutrino
experiments, n = 2 singlets are sufficient [224], but a greater number is required if the seesaw Lagrangian is
to explain the r-process nucleosynthesis [225], the pulsar kicks [226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233] and
the strength of the supernova explosion [234, 235], as well as dark matter [236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242,
243, 244, 245]. A model often referred to as νMSM, for Minimal Standard Model (MSM) with neutrino (ν)
masses is the above model with n = 3 sterile neutrinos, all of which have masses below the electroweak scale:
one has a mass of the order of a few keV, while the two remaining sterile neutrino are assumed to be closely
degenerate at about 1-10 GeV scale [242, 246]. This model is singled out for the minimal particle content
consistent with baryogenesis [247, 248] and having a dark-matter candidate. However, as discussed below,
the need for a cosmological mechanism capable of producing colder dark matter than that generated by
neutrino oscillations may require one to go beyond the minimal model [249], and introduce some additional
physics at the electroweak scale [232, 250] or at a higher scale [251].

The scale of the right-handed Majorana masses Ma is unknown; it can be much greater than the electroweak
scale [218, 219, 220, 221, 222], or it may be as low as a few eV [252]. Theoretical arguments have been put
forth for various ranges of these Majorana masses. Some models, including the “split seesaw” allow for small
Majorana masses [251].

The singlet fermions are introduced to explain the observed neutrino masses, but the new particles can make
up the dark matter. Because of the small Yukawa couplings, the keV sterile neutrinos are out of equilibrium
at high temperatures. They are not produced in the freeze-out from equilibrium. However, there are several
ways in which the relic population of sterile neutrinos could have been produced.
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• Sterile neutrinos could be produced from neutrino oscillations, as proposed by Dodelson and Widrow
(DW) [236]. If there is no lepton asymmetry is negligible, this scenario appears to be in conflict
with a combination of the X-ray bounds [239, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264, 265, 266, 259, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273] on one hand, and the Lyman-α and structure
formation bounds on the other hand [274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279]. The latter allow no more than a
half of dark matter abundance to be in the form of warm sterile neutrinos.5 It is also possible that the
sterile neutrinos make up only a fraction of dark matter [311, 312, 313], in which case they can still be
responsible for the observed velocities of pulsars [226, 232].

• A modification of the DW scenario proposed by Shi and Fuller [237] uses a non-zero lepton asymmetry
L. The oscillations on Mikheev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein (MSW) resonance [314, 315] generate a greater
abundance of relic sterile neutrinos with a lower average velocity than in the DW case. This results in a
colder dark matter with smaller mixing angles, which relaxes the bounds from small-scale structure and
from the X-ray observations. The Shi–Fuller (SF) scenario works for a pre-existing lepton asymmetry
L & 10−3. An economical model that can generate the requisite lepton asymmetry was proposed
by Laine and Shaposhnikov [316]: decays of the heavier sterile neutrinos could be responsible for
generating the lepton asymmetry of the universe that creates the conditions for producing dark matter
in the form of the lighter sterile neutrinos.

• The bulk of sterile neutrinos could be produced from decays of gauge-singlet Higgs bosons at temperatures
above the S boson mass, T ∼ 100 GeV[232]. In this case, the Lyman-α bounds on the sterile neutrino
mass are considerably weaker than in DW case or SF case because the momenta of the sterile neutrinos
are red-shifted as the universe cools down from T ∼ 100 GeV [232, 250, 317].

• Sterile neutrinos could be produced from their coupling to the inflaton [318] or the radion [319].
Depending on the time of production, the population of dark-matter particles can be warm or cold.
For example if the mass of the inflaton is below 1 GeV [318], one does not expect a significant redshifting
of dark matter, which remains warm in this case. However, if the sterile neutrinos are produced at a
higher scale, they can be red-shifted as in the case of the electroweak-scale production [232, 250].

• Split seesaw model [251] allows for two different production mechanisms, both of which operate at a
high energy scale. Both mechanisms generate a population of dark-matter sterile neutrinos that is at
least as cold as it is in the case of the Higgs decays. One of these possibilities is accompanied by an
additional cooling due to entropy production in a first-order phase transition breaking (B − L) gauge
symmetry.

We note that only in the first case, namely, the DW scenario, the dark matter abundance is directly related
to the mixing angle. Nevertheless, the production by oscillations cannot be turned off, and the X-ray bounds,
which depend on the mixing angle, apply even in the case when only a fraction of dark matter comes from
neutrino oscillations [232, 311, 312, 313]. For the same reason, it is a generic prediction that dark matter
should contain two components with different velocity distributions: the warm DW component produced at
low energy, and a colder population of sterile neutrinos produced at a higher temperature and redshifted
due to entropy production [232, 250, 320, 321, 251].

Sterile neutrinos with the mass and mixing angle suitable for dark matter can also be produced in a supernova
explosion. These neutrinos are emitted from a cooling neutron star with anisotropy determined by the
magnetic field, and the resulting recoil momentum can explain the observed velocities of pulsars (which are

5On the other hand, observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies point to core-type profiles, which could be a manifestation of
a non-trivial velocity distribution of self-interaction of dark matter [280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291,
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310].
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Figure 4. Sterile neutrino parameters to the right of the solid red curve are excluded by the X-ray
observations, if the sterile neutrinos make up all of dark matter. If the sterile neutrino abundance is
determined by neutrino oscillations and no other mechanism contributes, then the excluded region is smaller
(shaded area). Lower bounds from structure formation depend on the production mechanism, because they
constrain the primordial velocity distribution whose connection to mass and mixing is model dependent.
Also shown is the range in which the pulsar velocities can be explain by anisotropic emission of sterile
neutrinos from a supernova.

magnetized rotating neutron stars) [226, 227, 228]. It is intriguing that the same particle can explain both
dark matter and the origin or pulsar kicks [217]. The overlapping parameter space is shown in Fig. 4.

Since the expected mixing angle is very small, purely laboratory experiments cannot access the relevant
parameter space in the near future, although some interesting experimental approaches have been proposed [322,
323, 324, 325]. However, one can use X-ray telescopes to search for a line from radiative decays that can
occur via a one-loop diagram. This technique, pioneered by Abazajian, Fuller, and Tucker [239], has been
employed in a wide range of studies that use either archival data, or dedicated observations of dark-matter
rich systems [239, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 259, 267, 268, 269,
270, 271, 272, 273]. All three existing X-ray telescopes, namely Chandra, Suzaku, and XMM-Newton have
been employed for this purpose [269, 271, 273]. Future X-ray instruments, such as Astro-H, provide an
opportunity to explore the entire best-motivated range of masses and mixing angles, including the range in
which the same particle explains both dark matter and the pulsar velocities.

In summary, sterile neutrinos present a well-motivated dark matter candidate for which indirect detection
(using X-ray telescopes) offers the most promising avenue for discovery.
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26.4.7 Superheavy dark matter

In addition to primordial black holes, there are a number of dark matter candidates that have large masses
and, therefore, are expected to have very low number densities. The search strategies for these dark
matter candidates are different from the usual searches in that no laboratory experiment has big enough
acceptance to detect a sufficient number of events, even if these particles are strongly interacting. Detection
is nevertheless possible with the use of ingenious alternative techniques: for example, one can study tracks in
mica (which has small size but ∼billion years of exposure), or seismic detectors, or ultrahigh-energy cosmic
rays from massive particle decays. Direct detection of supermassive particles is possible with the use of
large-volume detectors, such as ANITA, HAWC, IceCube, Pierre Auger, Super-Kamiokande.

26.4.7.1 WIMPzillas

Extremely heavy particles can be produced in the early universe due to gravitational interactions, even if
their other interactions are very weak. These particles can be created at the end of inflation [326, 327], and
they can have ∼ 1013 GeV or even transplanckian masses [328].

26.4.7.2 Strangelets, quark nuggets

Extremely dense nuggets of quark matter could form im the course of a first-order phase transition and could
be stable

It was pointed out by Witten [329] that a first-order QCD phase transition could result in formation of
extremely dense stable objects composed of quarks. It has also been suggested that nuggets of both matter
and antimatter are formed as a result of the dynamics of the axion domain walls [330, 331]. The dynamics
of their formation is not well understood, and the absence of a first-order phase transition in QCD at high
temperature established in recent studies [332] calls into question some of the scenarios considered earlier.
If stable quark and antiquark nuggets can form in the early universe, some large-effective-volume detectors,
such as ANITA [333] can provide experimental bounds, as shown in Fig. 5.

26.4.7.3 Indirect detection of superheavy dark matter

One can detect cosmic rays, photons, and neutrinos form decays of superheavy dark matter particles. Their
annihilation is not important because the large masses imply low number densities. A spectacular signature
could be ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays coming from decays of dark-matter particles. Due to inevitable
QCD fragmentation, decays of superheavy particles should be accompanied by a flux of ultrahigh-energy
photons [335]. The upper limits on such photons set by the Pierre Auger Observatory [336] has ruled out
the possibility that all UHECR above 30 EeV could come from superheavy dark matter decays. However,
WIMPzillas can make up a small fraction of dark matter, or they can still account for all dark matter if
they are stable. PeV neutrinos recently discovered by IceCube [337] have been linked to the possibility of
superheavy dark matter [338, 339].

In summary, superheavy dark matter can be discovered using large-size detectors.
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Figure 5. Current and projected limits on quark nuggets. See Refs. [333, 334] for discussion.

26.4.8 Supersymmetric Q-balls and the products of their decays

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an elegant and plausible extension of the Standard Model. Thanks to the presence
of scalar fields endowed with conserved baryon and lepton numbers, the existence of stable or unstable
Q-balls [340] is generic in any supersymmetric generalization of the Standard Model [89]. Non-topological
solitons exist in any theory with (i) scalar fields carrying a global charge Q associated with some global U(1)
symmetry, and (2) a scalar potential V (φ) such that

V (φ)

φ2
= min, for φ = φ0 6= 0, (26.36)

where φ0 is the minimum of the potential.

The first condition is met by the presence of squarks and sleptons, which carry baryon or lepton number.
The second condition (26.36) is satisfied by both the presence of trilinear terms and by the so-called “flat
directions” in the scalar potential. The flat are directions in scalar field space for which, in the limit
of exact supersymmetry, the potential vanishes identically at the renormalizable level.6 Hence the only
contributions to the scalar potential along these directions come from higher-dimensional operators and terms
originating from SUSY-breaking. Thus one expects the Q-ball solution to be quite sensitive to the nature of
SUSY-breaking, which is indeed the case: gauge-mediated SUSY-breaking (where the potential is very flat)
tend to predict stable Q-balls, whereas models of gravity-mediation tend to predict unstable Q-balls. These
stable Q-balls appearing in gauged-mediated models offer an attractive dark matter candidate [90]. However,

6These flat directions are well studied and catalogued in the case of the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) [341].
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even when Q-balls are unstable, they are typically so long-lived that they may source the baryon asymmetry
and/or offer a non-thermal production mechanism of stable dark matter LSPs [342, 343, 344, 345].

26.4.8.1 Production of SUSY Q-balls from Affleck-Dine condensate fragmentation

A combination of supersymmetry and inflation creates a natural mechanism for the abundant creation of
very large Q-balls through the Aflleck-Dine mechanism of baryogenesis [346, 347, 348] (see Ref. [349] for a
review).

Here we will briefly sketch the evolution of the flat direction field φ in the early Universe. Let us first recall
that for a coherent scalar field to acquire a large charge density, nφ ∼ θ̇|φ|2, one requires (1) a large field
value and (2) nonzero angular motion.

During inflation, the large energy density from the inflaton field breaks supersymmetry, and generates a
mass-squared term for the flat direction field, ±H2|φ|2, where H is the Hubble parameter. The sign of this
term is model-dependent, but when it is negative, the flat direction field φ naturally develops a very large
value that is only stabilized by higher-dimensional operators, Wn = φn+3/Λn, at a field value

φ0 ≈ cn H
1

1+nΛ
n
n+1 (26.37)

where cn is a O(1). In slow-roll inflation, the field φ can continuously find the new minimum of the potential
even after inflation ends and the Hubble parameter begins to decline.

A nonzero angular motion for φ is generated by the two B-violating terms, V6B 3 am3/2Wn+bHWn. The sign
of the relative CP -violating phase between the coefficients of these terms sets the handedness of the rotation,
i.e. determining whether a net baryon or anti-baryon number is produced. Having produced a net angular
rotation with a large VEV, this mechanism generates a charge asymmetry inside the scalar condensate. A
detailed calculation of the asymmetry can be obtained by examining the equations of motion for φ and
noting that the epoch of asymmetry generation occurs when the two B-violating terms are comparable.

In addition to the bulk evolution of the condensate, one can also perform a stability analysis, and track the
evolution of perturbations on top of the bulk motion. In Ref. [90], it was shown that, when the condensate
carries a sufficiently large charge, an instability sets in to destroy the homogeneity of the condensate. This
instability breaks up the initially homogeneous condensate into lumps of charge which rapidly evolve to find
their ground states: Q-balls.7 In some instances, this fragmentation may be so violent as to produce a
potentially detectable gravitational wave signal [351, 352, 353, 354].

26.4.8.2 Properties of SUSY Q-balls and their Detection

In models of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, the scalar potential grows quadratically at field values
small compared to the SUSY-breaking scale MS , and then flattens to mere logarithmic growth above it. In

such a potential, the Q-ball solution can be shown to have a rest mass scaling as M(QB) ∼MSQ
3/4
B , where

QB is the baryonic charge of the Q-ball. The fact that the Q-ball mass grows less quickly than QB is crucial
to its stability. We recall that the Q-ball solution is the scalar field configuration that minimizes the energy
for a fixed amount of charge QB . Thus the Q-ball is, by construction, stable with respect to decay into

7We note however, that the true ground state configuration may occur off the flat direction, resulting in an emission of
baryon/lepton number and a mechanism for acquiring electric charge [350].
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scalars but not necessarily fermions. Decay into nucleons for a baryonic Q-ball is impossible if

M(QB)

QB
∼ MS

Q
1/4
B

< mp. (26.38)

Therefore, Q-balls with baryonic charge QB > 1012 (MS/TeV)
4

are stable dark matter candidates. These
stable Q-balls carry a large baryon number and have large cross sections, given by their geometric size:

σQ =
π

2

Q
1/2
B

M2
S

≈ 600 barn

(
QB
1024

)1/2(
1 TeV

MS

)2

. (26.39)

Despite such large cross sections, SUSY Q-balls remain challenging experimental targets [355] because of
their low number density.

For baryonic number QB ∼ 1026, which is typical for Affleck–Dine baryogenesis, one obtains the correct dark
matter abundance and the correct baryon asymmetry of the universe [356].

Let us now consider the details of Q-ball interactions with matter. When a Q-ball enters the Earth’s
atmosphere and encounters its first nucleon, the quarks of the nucleon scatter off the large squark VEV
inside the Q-ball. In SUSY there is a coupling q̃qg̃ between gluinos, squarks and quarks. Thus inside the
Q-ball the quarks get a large Majorana mass as they mix with the gluinos, 〈q̃〉qg̃, and this Majorana mass
term violates the baryon number conservation. A quark scattering off a Q-ball has a large probability to
reflect as an antiquark [357]. This allows the roughly 1 GeV of QCD binding energy inside the nucleon to be
converted into a burst of pions. This pion signal forms the basis of the main experimental detection strategy
for electrically neutral SUSY Q-balls [355].

In contrast with WIMP dark matter, Q-balls do not accumulate inside the Sun or Earth. This is because,
despite their large interaction strength with ordinary matter, the momentum is so large that numerous
scatterings are insufficient to slow their motion below the escape speed of stars and planets. The interactions
of Q-balls can instead be probed in three complementary ways: (i) Q-balls can be stopped by dense objects
like white dwarfs and neutron stars, with potentially dramatic consequences for the evolution of such
stars [358, 359]; (ii) the passage of Q-balls through a large-area detector, such as Super-Kamiokande or
HAWC may be detected [360, 357]; (iii) the spectrum of neutrinos produced by Q-balls passing through the
entire Earth may be detectable [361].

26.4.8.3 Dark Matter from Q-ball Decays

In Refs. [342, 343] it was pointed out that Q-balls offer a natural mechanism for the simultaneous production
of dark matter and the baryonic ordinary matter. This is due to the fact that the decay of squarks inside
the Q-ball via q̃ → q + LSP can occur much later than a similar decay in the plasma. The decay of Q-balls
into fermions becomes Pauli-blocked as the fermions populate the interior of the Q-ball [362]. For every unit
of baryon number lost at least three LSPs are generated, NLSP ≥ 3. Thus for Q-balls which has trapped all
of the produced baryon number one finds that the amounts of dark matter and baryons are related via

ΩB

ΩDM
∼ mn

NLSP mLSP
, (26.40)

where mn is the mass of the neutron. Clearly, this mechanism prefers GeV-scale LSP dark matter. The
original gravity-mediated scenario [342, 343] with GeV mass neutralino dark matter is now excluded by LEP
searches. However gauge mediation is a natural to consider in this context because it already has a light LSP,
the gravitino. For example, for low reheat temperatures, Q-balls with charges in the range 1012 ≤ Q ≤ 1018
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decay after reheating and can simultaneously account for the observed dark-matter–to–baryon ratio [345].
Recent work on gravitino dark matter from Q-ball decays have highlighted the the need for a large messenger
masses [363], the sensitivity of BBN constraints to the nature of the NLSP [364, 365], and the importance
of NLSP decays/annihilations in determining the final gravitino abundance [366, 367]. Furthermore, gravity
mediated supersymmetry offers new interesting possibilities for pangenesis [368].

26.4.9 Supersymmetry’s non-WIMP candidates and other non-WIMP candidates

Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model provide a well-motivated and appealing framework for
new physics beyond. In addition to SUSY WIMPs, and SUSY Q-balls discussed above, supersymmetry
allows other possibilities for dark matter.

26.4.9.1 Supersymmetry and axion

In theories with supersymmetry the Peccei-Quinn solution to the strong CP problem brings into existence
both the axion and its supersymmetric partner. In this case, the PQ axion field is promoted to a chiral
superfield which contains as well an R-parity even spin-0 saxion s and an R-odd spin-1/2 axino tildea.
Supergravity mass calculations typically lead to the saxion and the axino both with masses of order the
gravitino mass m3/2, which is taken to be around the TeV-scale in gravity-mediated SUSY breaking models.
In such a case, then one can expect two dark matter particles: the axion along with the lightest neutralino.
In mixed axion/neutralino CDM models, it may be possible to detect both a WIMP and an axion as dark
matter relics [369, 370].
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Figure 6. Neutralino and axion relic abundance versus fa in the SUSY DFSZ model. See Refs. [369, 370]
for discussion.

26.4.9.2 SuperWIMP Models

Both WIMPs and superWIMPs emerge naturally in several well-motivated particle physics frameworks,
such as supersymmetry, universal extra dimensions and brane-worlds. However, the theoretical implications
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of superWIMPs are completely different from those of WIMPs. We can illustrate this fact with R-parity
conserving supersymmetry models, in which the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is completely stable.
Within the WIMP scenario, the slepton LSP region of the parameter space is excluded cosmologically. In
most part of the remaining allowed region, the neutralino is the LSP. Much of the neutralino LSP region is
excluded because neutralinos are overproduced. The situation is different within the superWIMP framework,
where, for example, the axino or the gravitino is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). The regions of
parameter space where a slepton is the lightest SM superpartner are especially interesting, since late decays
to gravitinos can impact Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and possibly even resolve the anomalies associated
with the primordial abundance of 7Li [371, 372, 373, 374]. Following the same argument, much of the region
with neutralino as the next lightest supersymmetric partner (NLSP) is disfavored for the gravitino LSP case,
since the hadronic neutralino decay typically destroys BBN successes. On the other hand, regions excluded
by overproduction within the classical WIMP framework, are the most interesting within the superWIMP
scenario. In the standard case, where a WIMP decay produces one superWIMP, the abundance of the dark
matter is reduced by the ratio of WIMP to superWIMP masses:

ΩSWIMP =
mSWIMP

mWIMP
ΩWIMP . (26.41)

Another possibility within this scenario is that of mixed warm and cold DM models. A particularly interesting
example arises when the axino is the LSP. The phenomenology of such a superWIMP is characterized by a
short WIMP lifetime compared to the gravitino LSP case. These models have received some attention in the
last few years since they are less constrained by astrophysical observations [375]. Indeed, DM composed of
a mixture of axion and axino has been claimed to be favored in simple supersymmetric constructions [369].

26.4.9.3 SuperWIMP signatures

SuperWIMPs signatures have attracted a lot of interest from different points of view [376, 377, 371]. This
idea has provided new search strategies at colliders [378, 379, 380, 381]. Depending on the charge of the
decaying particle and its lifetime, superWIMP scenarios provide a rich variety of exotic collider signals, such
as displaced vertices, track kinks, tracks with nonvanishing impact parameters, slow charged particles, and
vanishing charged tracks [381]. The decay lifetime could be months or even years. Given this, there have
been different proposals to trap these particles (if charged) outside of the particle detector so that their
decays can be analyzed and characterized [380, 379].

On the other hand, the superWIMPs can leave their imprint on early universe cosmology. For example, the
primordial element abundances may be modified due to energy injections from late time decays [372] and due
to formation of new bound states with new meta-stable charged particles [373, 374]. These analyses can be
used to constrain superWIMP models, but as we have commented above, in some regions of parameter space
they may explain present inconsistencies in the Lithium abundance. This possibility can be corroborated.
For instance, the heavy meta-stable charged particles could be produced in cosmic rays and detected with
high energy neutrino telescopes or in sea water experiments [382, 383]. In addition, late decays could also
distort the Blackbody spectrum of the cosmic microwave background [384] or be detected directly by studying
cosmic ray spectra [385, 386].

Despite their large masses, superWIMPs could behave (effectively) as warm dark matter (WDM) [387, 388].
In fact, depending on the lifetime and the kinetic energy associated to the decay, they can work as hot,
warm, cold or meta-cold DM. There are various puzzles in galaxy formation and one of the puzzles that has
garnered much attention is the issue of the missing satellites [283, 284], essentially the question of how the
thousands of subhalos in CDM simulations can be reconciled with the small number of Milky Way satellites
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discovered (about 20). In WDM models the formation of small mass halos is suppressed and hence it has
been proposed as a solution for the missing satellites problem. Recent work has pointed out a new issue with
Milky Way satellites – the observed bright satellites are underdense in dark matter compared to the most
massive subhalos of a Milky Way halo in CDM simulations [389]. This is puzzling because it is expected
that the most massive subhalos would host the bright satellites. Recent work has claimed that this issue
is also solved in WDM models because subhalos have lower densities compared to their CDM counterparts
[303] due to the lack of power on small scales. The required WDM solution can be found within the context
of superWIMP models by estimating the power spectrum cut-off scale [390, 387, 388, 391]. This is shown
in more detail in Fig. 7 and we estimate that the region between the free-streaming scales of 0.2-0.4 Mpc
could be the relevant WDM solution.
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Figure 7. Left: SuperWIMP parameter space (mSWIMP,∆m), where ∆m ≡ mWIMP−mSWIMP for gravitino
LSP (superWIMP) and sneutrino NLSP (WIMP). Q is the phase space density as defined by [392], λFS is
the free-streaming scale, and τ is the lifetime of the sneutrino. On the bottom-left corner, superWIMP
DM behaves as hot DM and it is excluded. On the top-right corner, it behaves as cold DM. Between both
regimes, superWIMPs work as a new type of warm DM that could reduce central densities and substructure
in observable ways. Right: The curves show the power spectra for different values of f , the fraction of dark
matter today that arises from decays as opposed to those produced during reheating (which would be cold
dark matter). The solid curve shows the f = 0 case (CDM). The dashed curve shows the f = 0.5 case while
the dotted curve shows the f = 1 case. It is clear that the suppression on small scales is much reduced
for the f = 0.5 case. For comparison, we also plot (see thin solid curve) the transfer function for a 1 keV
thermal Warm Dark Matter model.

To summarize, superWIMPs arise in well-motivated theoretical frameworks of beyond standard model
physics. These particles can inherit the relic abundance of WIMPs since they arise from the decay of a
WIMP. The interactions of superWIMPs with standard model particles are strongly suppressed. However,
there is a rich variety of distinctive signatures in this scenario at colliders and in astrophysics and cosmology.

26.4.9.4 Supersymmetry/string moduli

Light scalar fields called moduli arise from a variety of different models involving supersymmetry and/or
string theory; thus, their existence is a generic prediction of leading theories for physics beyond the standard
model. These fields also present a formidable, long-standing problem for cosmology. An anthropic solution
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to the moduli problem leads to dark matter in the form of moduli particles. This form of dark matter is
consistent with the observed properties of structure formation, and it is amenable to detection with the help
of X-ray telescopes [393].

26.5 Concluding remarks

The family of non-WIMP dark-matter candidates is very large. Some candidates have been under intense
study, both theoretically and experimentally, and some are explored with lesser enthusiasm. Some candidates
are perceived as more motivated than the other. For example, the axion has the advantage of being a natural
solution to a strong CP problem. Furthermore, for a dark-matter candidate, the QCD axion is special in
that it has a fairly well bounded parameter space. The axion-photon couplings gaγγ over the range of
benchmark models extend over an order of magnitude. The upper end of the QCD axion mass range is set
at a few milli-eV by the limit from SN1987A (though there might be ways to evade this), the lower end,
limited by the “misalignment” cosmological bound, is set at around a µeV (though, as discussed about,
there are ways to evade this bound). The most promising approach to detecting the QCD axion is with the
RF-cavity technique. Although the expected conversion into RF power within the cavity is extraordinarily
weak, experiments will shortly start taking data for a definitive search. By “definitive”, we mean one that
will either find the axion with high confidence, if it exists, or if not, exclude it at high confidence. These
experiments will sensitively explore the first two decades of allowed QCD axion mass where the dark-matter
QCD axion is expected to be. Starkly, these searches have large discovery potential. There are axion and
axion-like-particle alternatives to the QCD axion, and this opens a vast and largely unexplored search space.
Much of this space, including the third decade of allowed mass for the QCD axion, would be sensitively
explored by IAXO, should IAXO be supported. The large region open to IAXO for non-QCD axions should
as well give these searches a good discovery potential. The axion might be found anywhere within the open
parameter space. There are proponents of both higher-mass axions (which would then be of the non-PQ
type) or lower-mass axions (which could be QCD axions of the “anthropic” type, for instance.) It may also
be that the dark matter consists of one of the other dark matter candidates, WIMP or non-WIMP, or a
mixture of candidates. There are an enormous number of possibilities.

Aside from axions, special-purpose proposed searches for non-WIMP dark matter are less well developed.
They are nevertheless conducted, using serendipitous capabilities of existing experiments. For example, X-ray
telescopes are used to search for relic sterile neutrinos, Super-Kamiokande has produced limits on SUSY
Q-balls, and gamma-ray telescopes are used to constrain some forms of asymmetric dark matter. However,
a careful study of possibilities for dedicated non-WIMP dark matter detectors would be worthwhile.

Finally, looking into the future, we believe that when the axion or other dark-matter particle is identified,
it will mark a new beginning. For instance, one virtue of the RF-cavity experiments is that they measure
the total energy of the axion, mass plus kinetic, and there may be fine structure to the signal due to the
flows of dark matter in the halo; this contains a wealth of information about the history of the formation
of our Milky Way galaxy and will mark the beginning of a new field of astronomy. If dark matter is
made up of sterile neutrinos, the narrow spectral line from their decay could provide information about the
redshift, allowing one to map out dark matter in the universe and to use the redshift information to study
cosmological expansion. Much the same can be said about discovering any of the dark matter candidates:
the identification of dark matter would be a revolutionary discovery that will open the door to a new chapter
in our understanding of nature.
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